COSMEDENT® CATALOG
Better Dental Products for Dentists and Patients

COSMEDENT® Spreading Smiles®
Cosmedent is Spreading Smiles by helping you provide better dentistry for your patients. Our commitment to quality dental products and dedicated customer support leads to smiling patients and thriving dental practices.

**Smiling Patients, Smiling Dentists. Thriving Practices.**

**BETTER for DENTISTS**

**QUALITY PRODUCTS**
All Cosmedent products are designed by dentists, for dentists and solve some of dentistry’s most frustrating problems. Our color coordinated systems set the standard for excellence while making your job easier. With a 30 year record of products receiving the highest awards, you know you are getting the best.

**DEDICATED SUPPORT**
We want to see your practice grow. Our “Tip of the Month” videos, free webinars, extensive technique manuals, knowledgeable Customer Care Team and “The Center for Esthetic Excellence,” a hands-on training center dedicated to teaching composite bonding, are all offered to help you succeed.

**BETTER for PATIENTS**

**FOCUS ON ESTHETICS**
We can help you achieve invisible restorations. With Cosmedent products you will get a higher polish, a better shade match and the most beautiful restorations attainable. Cosmedent continually strives to provide the most esthetic materials so your patients can be more confident in their smiles.

**LONG-LASTING RESULTS**
High quality products mean longer lasting results. Cosmedent products are wear resistant and color stable, helping you create a lifetime of beautiful, lasting smiles.

**The Right Products. A Growing Practice. We Can Help You Succeed.**

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com
Are you tired of mixing colors and guessing which enamel shade should go over which dentin shade to get the right final tooth color? With Renamel composites there is no mixing, no guessing and no stress. All you have to do is determine your enamel shade and stick with the same shade throughout every layer. Our simple recipe for success!

Cosmedent’s Renamel Restorative System is the only completely integrated, direct bonding restorative system combining microfills, nanofills, microhybrids, opaquers and flowables, all color matched to each other and the Classic VITA® Shade Guide. With Renamel you get reliable and predictable results every time, case after case.

Is it Real, or is it Renamel?
RENAMEL COMPOSITES
STAND THE TEST OF TIME
Same great product: New Look!

DESIGNED by
DENTISTS
for
DENTISTS

Are you tired of mixing colors and guessing which enamel shade should go over which dentin shade to get the right final tooth color? With Renamel composites there is no mixing, no guessing and no stress. All you have to do is determine your enamel shade and stick with the same shade throughout every layer. Our simple recipe for success!

Cosmedent’s Renamel Restorative System is the only completely integrated, direct bonding restorative system combining microfills, nanofills, microhybrids, opaquers and flowables, all color matched to each other and the Classic VITA® Shade Guide. With Renamel you get reliable and predictable results every time, case after case.

Is it Real, or is it Renamel?
When you think of enamel, think of Renamel® Microfill. Just like natural enamel, Renamel Microfill composite combines beauty with long-lasting color stability and wear resistance. Renamel Microfill is the only composite that is properly pigmented with just the right amount of opacity, translucence and fluorescence to mimic the enamel surface. If you want your restorations to replicate enamel long-term, then Renamel Microfill is a must.

- Long-term wear resistance
- Total color stability over time
- The only composite that mimics the enamel surface
- Polishes to an enamel-like luster with a polish that lasts long-term
- Resists stain and plaque development
- Most lifelike translucence of all composites

Our Top Sellers

Shades Available: A1, A1.5, A2, A2.5, A3, A3.5, A4, A6, B-Zero, B1, B2, B3, C1, C2, C3, D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, LI, MI, DI, SB1, SB2, SB3.

Customize any 5 or 11 shade kit and SAVE!
- Buy 5 or more shades and SAVE 10%
- Buy 11 or more shades and SAVE 18%

Renamel Microfill Kit
#607-000: 11 (4 g) syringes: A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, B3, C2, D4, D5, Light Incisal, Medium Incisal.

Renamel Microfill Starter Kit
#607-110: 5 (4 g) syringes: A1, A2, A3, A4, Medium Incisal.

Renamel Microfill SuperBrite® Kit
#601-100: 5 (4 g) syringes: SB1, SB2, SB3, Light Incisal, White.

Renamel Microfill Individual Syringe (4 grams material)
A1 #6071-A1
A1.5 #607-A15
A2 #6071-A2
A2.5 #607-A25
A3 #6071-A3
A3.5 #607-A35
A4 #6071-A4
A5 #6071-A5
B1 #6071-B1
B2 #6071-B2
B3 #6071-B3
B4 #6071-B4
C1 #6071-C1
C2 #6071-C2
C3 #6071-C3
C4 #6071-C4
C5 #6071-C5
D2 #6071-D2
D3 #6071-D3
D4 #6071-D4
L1 #6071-L1
M1 #6071-M1
W #6071-W

Renamel SuperBrite Individual Syringe (4 grams material)
SB1 #601-SB1
SB2 #601-SB2
SB3 #601-SB3

“Renamel Microfill polishes like glass.”

- Mark J. Johnson, DDS

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com
When you think of enamel, think of Renamel® Microfill. Just like natural enamel, Renamel Microfill composite combines beauty with long-lasting color stability and wear resistance. Renamel Microfill is the only composite that is properly pigmented with just the right amount of opacity, translucence and fluorescence to mimic the enamel surface. If you want your restorations to replicate enamel long-term, then Renamel Microfill is a must.

- Long-term wear resistance
- Total color stability over time
- The only composite that mimics the enamel surface
- Polishes to an enamel-like luster with a polish that lasts long-term
- Resists stain and plaque development
- Most lifelike translucence of all composites

Shades Available: A1, A1.5, A2, A2.5, A3, A3.5, A4, A6, B-Zero, B1, B2, B3, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, M1, D2, SB1, SB2, SB3.

Customize any 5 or 11 shade kit and SAVE!
- Buy 5 or more shades and SAVE 10%
- Buy 11 or more shades and SAVE 18%

Renamel Microfill Kit #607-000: 11 (4 g) syringes: A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, B3, C2, C4, D3, Light Incisal, Medium Incisal.

Renamel Microfill Starter Kit #607-110: 5 (4 g) syringes: A1, A2, A3, A4, Medium Incisal.

Renamel Microfill SuperBrite® Kit #601-100: 5 (4 g) syringes: SB1, SB2, SB3, Light Incisal, White.

Renamel Microfill Individual Syringe (4 grams material):
- A1 #6071-A1
- A2 #6071-A2
- A3 #6071-A3
- A4 #6071-A4
- A5 #6071-A5
- B1 #6071-B1
- B2 #6071-B2
- B3 #6071-B3
- C1 #6071-C1
- C2 #6071-C2
- C3 #6071-C3
- C4 #6071-C4
- C5 #6071-C5
- D2 #6071-D2
- D3 #6071-D3
- D4 #6071-D4
- L1 #6071-L1
- M1 #6071-M1
- W #6071-W

Renamel SuperBrite Individual Syringe (4 grams material):
- SB1 #601-SB1
- SB2 #601-SB2
- SB3 #601-SB3

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com
MICROHYBRID®

Renamel Microhybrid is strong and opaque, just like dentin. Because of its excellent wetting properties Renamel Microhybrid flows exactly where you want it to, making it easy to place and manipulate in thin layers.

“Renamel Microhybrid is the #1 rated microhybrid in dentistry for the last 14 years!”

- Dennis B. Hartlieb, DDS
- “I’ve been using Renamel Microhybrid since 1994 in cases large and small. Its ability to adapt to underlying tooth or composite layer is the best I’ve experienced. The chance of trapping air bubbles or having an open margin is reduced because of its viscosity.”
  - Corky Willhite, DDS, FAACD

“Renamel NANO keeps Dentists and Patients smiling.”

- “If you only use one composite, this should be it!”
  - Evaluator comment, Dental Product Shopper

- “Renamel NANO is at the top.”
  - Evaluator comment, Dental Product Shopper

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com
**Microhybrid**

Because of its excellent wetting properties Renamel Microhybrid flows exactly where you want it to, making it easy to place and manipulate in thin layers.

**Adapts perfectly to underlying tooth structure**

**SuperBrite (SB) shades for bleached teeth**

**Great to use in combination with Renamel Microfill for highest esthetics**

---

"I've been using Renamel Microhybrid since 1994 in cases large and small. Its ability to adapt to underlying tooth or composite layer is the best I've experienced. The chance of trapping air bubbles or having an open margin is reduced because of its viscosity."

– Corky Willhite, DDS, PAACD

---

**Macrohybrid**

The #1 rated microhybrid in dentistry for the last 14 years! With over 20 years of clinical excellence, Renamel Microhybrid is hard to beat. Renamel Microhybrid is strong and opaque, just like dentin. Because of its excellent wetting properties Renamel Microhybrid flows exactly where you want it to, making it easy to place and manipulate in thin layers.

**Adapts perfectly to underlying tooth structure**

**SuperBrite (SB) shades for bleached teeth**

**Great to use in combination with Renamel Microfill for highest esthetics**

---

"I've been using Renamel Microhybrid since 1994 in cases large and small. Its ability to adapt to underlying tooth or composite layer is the best I've experienced. The chance of trapping air bubbles or having an open margin is reduced because of its viscosity."

– Corky Willhite, DDS, PAACD
FLOWABLE MICROHYBRID

Renamel® Flowable Microhybrid is indicated for quick and simple repairs on microhybrid and nanofill restorations and small occlusal repairs of all types. With an excellent flowable consistency and a perfect color match to the Classic VITA® shade guide, Renamel Flowable Microhybrid makes it easy to achieve complete invisibility. This composite is radiopaque for easy identification.

- Great flowable consistency
- Low shrinkage
- Natural fluorescence
- Radiopaque
- Perfectly matched to the Classic VITA® shade guide

FLOWABLE MICROFILL

Renamel® Flowable Microfill is the only light-cured flowable microfill available. Renamel Flowable Microfill comes in 26 shades exhibiting great fluorescence, excellent handling and low porosity. Renamel Flowable Microfill is perfectly color matched to the Classic VITA® shades and the rest of the Renamel Restorative System making composite repairs and sealing margins quick and easy.

- Excellent handling
- High polish
- Low porosity eliminates voids
- Natural fluorescence
- Perfectly matched to the Classic VITA® shade guide

Eliminate faulty diagnosis for good! Renamel® De-MARK™ is a hyper-radiopaque cavity liner that eliminates faulty diagnosis by clearly demarcating your composite restoration on an x-ray. Renamel De-Mark is the best product for lining the cavity prep because it helps you quickly identify where composite stops and real tooth structure begins. Renamel De-Mark flows easily and adapts perfectly to the floor of the prep and the gingival margins.

- Hyper-radiopaque flowable cavity liner for easy composite identification
- Slightly thicker viscosity giving you more control
- Adapts perfectly to the floor of the prep and gingival margins
- Exhibits a higher opacity before curing so you can keep it away from the occlusal margins
- Smooths sharp line angles to make composite placement easy

“I needed a highly radiopaque material for lining posterior composites, so with Cosmedent, I developed exactly that. And in the process, we were able to create some additional advantages like having more opacity before curing so it’s easier to see and place it where you want it, and to keep it off the occlusal margins. Renamel De-Mark also has a viscosity that is a bit thicker than most so it stays in place better. I wouldn’t do a posterior composite or Class III or Class IV without it.”

- Corky Willhite, DDS, FAACD

Developer of Renamel De-Mark

Free Ground Shipping with prepaid purchase over $250

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com
Flowable Microhybrid makes it easy to achieve complete invisibility. This composite is radiopaque for easy identification.

• Excellent flowable consistency
• Low shrinkage
• Natural fluorescence
• Radiopaque
• Perfectly matched to the Classic VITA® shade guide

Evolve your composites with Renamel®.

Flowable Microfill is the only light-cured flowable microfill available. Renamel Flowable Microfill comes in 26 shades exhibiting great fluorescence, excellent handling and low porosity. Renamel Flowable Microfill is perfectly color matched to the Classic VITA® shades and the rest of the Renamel Restorative System making composite repairs and sealing margins quick and easy.

• Excellent handling
• High polish
• Low porosity eliminates voids
• Natural fluorescence
• Perfectly matched to the Classic VITA® shade guide

Eliminate faulty diagnosis for good! Renamel® De-MARK™ is a hyper-radiopaque cavity liner that eliminates faulty diagnosis by clearly demarcating your composite restoration on an x-ray. Renamel De-Mark is the best product for lining the cavity prep because it helps you quickly identify where composite stops and real tooth structure begins. Renamel De-Mark flows easily and adapts perfectly to the floor of the prep and the gingival margins.

• Hyper-radiopaque flowable cavity liner for easy composite identification
• Slightly thicker viscosity giving you more control
• Adapts perfectly to the floor of the prep and gingival margins
• Exhibits a higher opacity before curing so you can keep it away from the occlusal margins
• Smooths sharp line angles to make composite placement easy

“I needed a highly radiopaque material for lining posterior composites, so with Cosmedent, I developed exactly that. And in the process, we were able to create some additional advantages like having more opacity before curing so it’s easier to see and place it where you want it, and to keep it off the occlusal margins. Renamel De-Mark also has a viscosity that is a bit thicker than most so it stays in place better. I wouldn’t do a posterior composite or Class III or Class IV without it.”

– Corky Willhite, DDS, FAACD
Developer of Renamel De-Mark

Free Ground Shipping with prepaid purchase over $250

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com

Renamel Flowable Microfill

11 Shade Kit
#301-1000 11 (3 g) syringes of A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, B2, C1, C3, C4, D1, MI, plus 30 tips (15 – 18 gauge, 15 – 20 gauge).

Individual Syringe
(3 gram syringe and 6 tips: 3 – 18 gauge, 3 – 19 gauge)

A1 #301-A1 A2 #301-A2
A3 #301-A3 A4 #301-A4
B1 #301-B1 B2 #301-B2
C1 #301-C1 C2 #301-C2
C3 #301-C3 C4 #301-C4
D1 #301-D1 D2 #301-D2
MI #301-MI

Renamel Flowable Microhybrid

11 Shade Kit
#701-1000 11 (3 g) syringes of A1, A2, A3, A4, MI, plus 50 tips (20 – 18 gauge, 20 – 19 gauge).

Individual Syringe
(3 gram syringe and 6 tips: 3 – 18 gauge, 3 – 19 gauge)

A1 #701-A1 A2 #701-A2
A3 #701-A3 A4 #701-A4
B1 #701-B1 B2 #701-B2
C1 #701-C1 C2 #701-C2
C3 #701-C3 C4 #701-C4
D1 #701-D1 D2 #701-D2
MI #701-MI

Renamel De-Mark

Individual Syringe
(3 gram syringe and 6 tips: 3 – 18 gauge, 3 – 19 gauge)

#701-10M

All kits can be customized.

MWO #701-MWO W #7011-0W
MI #7011-MI D3 #7011-D3
C4 #7011-C4 C5 #7011-C5
C2 #7011-C2 C3 #7011-C3
B2 #7011-B2 B3 #7011-B3
A3.5 #701-A35 A2.5 #701-A25
A3 #7011-A3 A2 #7011-A2
B1 #7011-B1 B3 #7011-B3
A1.5 #701-A15 A1 #7011-A1
A4 #7011-A4 B2 #7011-B2
A5 #7011-A5 B1 #7011-B1
A6 #7011-A6 B3 #7011-B3
B4 #7011-B4 B1 #7011-B1
C2 #7011-C2 C3 #7011-C3
C4 #7011-C4 C5 #7011-C5
D3 #7011-D3 D2 #7011-D2
D3 #7011-D3 W #7011-MW

5 Shade Starter Kit
#3011-000 5 (3 g) syringes of A1, A2, A3, A4, MI, plus 30 tips (15 – 18 gauge, 15 – 19 gauge).

11 Shade Kit
#3011-1000 11 (3 g) syringes of A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, B2, C1, C2, C3, C4, D3, MI, plus 50 tips (20 – 18 gauge, 20 – 19 gauge).

Individual Syringe
(3 gram syringe and 6 tips: 3 – 18 gauge, 3 – 19 gauge)

A1 #3011-A1 A2 #3011-A2
A3 #3011-A3 A4 #3011-A4
B1 #3011-B1 B2 #3011-B2
C1 #3011-C1 C2 #3011-C2
C3 #3011-C3 C4 #3011-C4
D1 #3011-D1 D2 #3011-D2
MI #3011-MI L1 #3011-L1
DI #3011-DI W #3011-MW

Syringe Tip Refills (20 per package)

18 gauge #303-102
19 gauge #303-103

5 Shade Starter Kit
#3011-500 5 (3 g) syringes of A1, A2, A3, A4, MI, plus 50 tips (15 – 18 gauge, 15 – 19 gauge).

11 Shade Kit
#3011-1000 11 (3 g) syringes of A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, B2, C1, C2, C3, C4, MI, plus 50 tips (20 – 18 gauge, 20 – 19 gauge).

Individual Syringe
(3 gram syringe and 6 tips: 3 – 18 gauge, 3 – 19 gauge)

A1 #3011-A1 A2 #3011-A2
A3 #3011-A3 A4 #3011-A4
B1 #3011-B1 B2 #3011-B2
C1 #3011-C1 C2 #3011-C2
C3 #3011-C3 C4 #3011-C4
D1 #3011-D1 D2 #3011-D2
MI #3011-MI L1 #3011-L1
DI #3011-DI W #3011-MW

Syringe Tip Refills (20 per package)

18 gauge #303-102
19 gauge #303-103
Eliminate Composite Stickiness with Brush & Sculpt. Brush & Sculpt™ eliminates the frustrating problem of hard to manipulate sticky composites. Unlike other unfilled resins that can stain your composite and change the chemical consistency, Brush & Sculpt is 36% filled with microfill and is HEMA-free. With Brush & Sculpt you can smooth and manipulate your composite with complete ease while being confident that the color and consistency of your restoration will remain as intended.

Brush & Sculpt
Individual Syringe
(1 gram each, plus 3 - 22 gauge tips)
36% Filled Brushable Resin   #627-101
Refill Tips (package of 20)             #203-104

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com

“Brush & Sculpt will allow you to move composite resin without having it stick to your instruments. It will not contaminate your restoration due to the fact that it is HEMA-free. It is an excellent material to help make your composite restorations easier to manipulate.”

– Bob Margeas, DDS
Developer of Brush & Sculpt

Renamel Gingafill
5 Shade Kit
#609-000 5 (3.5 g) syringes of shades:
light pink, medium pink, dark pink, orange and blue

Renamel Gingafill
Individual Syringe
(3.5 gram syringe)
Light Pink   #609-101
Medium Pink  #609-102
Dark Pink    #609-103
Orange       #609-104
Blue         #609-105

Renamel Posterior Body
Individual Syringe
(4.5 grams of material)
Posterior Body A1       #610-1A1
Posterior Body A2       #610-1A2
Posterior Body A3       #610-1A3

Renamel Posterior
Refill Compules
(0.25 gram compules in packages of 10)
Posterior Body A1       #610-2A1
Posterior Body A2       #610-2A2
Posterior Body A3       #610-2A3

Renamel Posterior
Refill Compules
(0.25 gram compules in packages of 10)
Posterior Body A1       #610-2A1
Posterior Body A2       #610-2A2
Posterior Body A3       #610-2A3

30 Day Risk-Free Guarantee

Great for mimicking gingival tissue. Renamel® Gingafill is a pink composite that helps you quickly simulate missing gingival tissue. Renamel Gingafill® is easily placed, readily sculptable and highly polishable. The ease of placement is a definite advantage especially since the sulcular areas are so difficult to gain access and keep dry. Renamel Gingafill makes both rapid and accurate application possible.

Advantages:
- Simulates lost gingival tissue
- Easy to place, sculpt and polish to a high shine
- Adheres to enamel, cementum, porcelain and composite
- Available in three gingiva shades: light, medium and dark pink plus orange and blue for color modifications

Designed for high strength in the posterior portion of the mouth. Renamel® Posterior is a packable composite designed for high strength in posterior restorations. This dense composite can be compressed similarly to amalgam, making placement using routine amalgam techniques possible. Larger filler particles give this material added strength. Renamel Posterior Body is easy to work with and it’s very wettable due to its resin base.

Advantages:
- Strong
- Condenses like amalgam
- Unique resin base makes this composite very wettable
- Easy to work with

Great for mimicking gingival tissue. Renamel® Gingafill is a pink composite that helps you quickly simulate missing gingival tissue. Renamel Gingafill® is easily placed, readily sculptable and highly polishable. The ease of placement is a definite advantage especially since the sulcular areas are so difficult to gain access and keep dry. Renamel Gingafill makes both rapid and accurate application possible.

Advantages:
- Simulates lost gingival tissue
- Easy to place, sculpt and polish to a high shine
- Adheres to enamel, cementum, porcelain and composite
- Available in three gingiva shades: light, medium and dark pink plus orange and blue for color modifications

Designed for high strength in the posterior portion of the mouth. Renamel® Posterior is a packable composite designed for high strength in posterior restorations. This dense composite can be compressed similarly to amalgam, making placement using routine amalgam techniques possible. Larger filler particles give this material added strength. Renamel Posterior Body is easy to work with and it’s very wettable due to its resin base.

Advantages:
- Strong
- Condenses like amalgam
- Unique resin base makes this composite very wettable
- Easy to work with
Eliminate Composite Stickiness with Brush & Sculpt. Brush & Sculpt® eliminates the frustrating problem of hard to manipulate sticky composites. Unlike other unfilled resins that can stain your composite and change the chemical consistency, Brush & Sculpt is 36% filled with microfill and is HEMA-free. With Brush & Sculpt you can smooth and manipulate your composite with complete ease while being confident that the color and consistency of your restoration will remain as intended.

Renamel Gingafill

Great for mimicking gingival tissue. Renamel® Gingafill is a pink composite that helps you quickly simulate missing gingival tissue. Renamel Gingafill is easily placed, readily sculptable and highly polished. The ease of placement is a definite advantage especially since the sulcular areas are so difficult to gain access and keep dry. Renamel Gingafill makes both rapid and accurate application possible.

Advantages:
- Simulates lost gingival tissue
- Easy to place, sculpt and polish to a high shine
- Adheres to enamel, cementum, porcelain and composite
- Available in three gingival shades: light, medium and dark pink plus orange and blue for color modifications

Renamel Posterior

Designed for high strength in the posterior portion of the mouth. Renamel® Posterior is a packable composite designed for high strength in posterior restorations. This dense composite can be compressed similarly to amalgam, making placement using routine amalgam techniques possible. Larger filler particles give this material added strength. Renamel Posterior Body is easy to work with and it’s very wettable due to its resin base.

Advantages:
- Strong
- Condenses like amalgam
- Unique resin base makes this composite very wettable
- Easy to work with

Renamel Gingafill

5 Shade Kit
- 5 (5.5 g) syringes of shades light pink, medium pink, dark pink, orange and blue

Renamel Gingafill Individual Syringe (3.5 gram)
- Light Pink #609-101
- Medium Pink #609-102
- Dark Pink #609-103
- Orange #609-104
- Blue #609-105

Renamel Posterior Body Individual Syringe
- (4.5 grams of material)
- Posterior Body A1 #610-1A1
- Posterior Body A2 #610-1A2
- Posterior Body A3 #610-1A3

Renamel Posterior Refill Compules (0.25 gram compules in packages of 10)
- Posterior Body A1 #610-2A1
- Posterior Body A2 #610-2A2
- Posterior Body A3 #610-2A3

Brush & Sculpt®

Individual Syringe
- (1 gram each, plus 3 - 22 gauge tips)
- 36% Filled Brushable Resin #627-101
- Refill Tips (package of 20) #203-104

“Brush & Sculpt will allow you to move composite resin without having it stick to your instruments. It will not contaminate your restoration due to the fact that it is HEMA-free. It is an excellent material to help make your composite restorations easier to manipulate.”

– Bob Margeas, DDS
Developer of Brush & Sculpt

30 Day Risk-Free Guarantee

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com
We needed an opaque that would increase the value of dark grey and brown without over-opaquing. Laboratories have known for years that pink will neutralize grey and dark stains and create a more lifelike effect — Pink Opaque was developed with this idea in mind.

– Bud Mopper, DDS, MS
Developer of Pink Opaque

If there is one product that will make you a better esthetic dentist, it is Pink Opaque.

– Larry Rosenthal, DDS

Cover up dark stains for good! Pink Opaque™ is a one-of-a-kind product that will help you make dark, unsightly teeth look naturally beautiful again. Pink Opaque is the only real solution for esthetic problems such as non-vital teeth, teeth with metal posts and cores and darkly stained dentition. This unique opaque is easy to use and will help you produce natural results that are not overly opaque.

– Bud Mopper, DDS, MS
Developer of Pink Opaque

Creative Color Opaquers & Tints are the key to invisible restorations! Creative Color® Opaquers and Tints have been the industry standard for the last 27 years, and no composite system is complete without them. Developed by Dr. Bud Mopper, and inspired by his passion for dentistry, the combination of opaquers and tints were designed to augment the aesthetic result a dentist can achieve with composite bonding. They are key ingredients to creating invisible restorations.

PINK OPAQUE™

Cover up dark stains for good! Pink Opaque™ is a one-of-a-kind product that will help you make dark, unsightly teeth look naturally beautiful again. Pink Opaque is the only real solution for esthetic problems such as non-vital teeth, teeth with metal posts and cores and darkly stained dentition. This unique opaque is easy to use and will help you produce natural results that are not overly opaque.

– Bud Mopper, DDS, MS
Developer of Pink Opaque

“Quickly neutralize dark stains and unsightly dentition
• Mask non-vital, tetracycline stained teeth and teeth with metal posts and cores
• Easy to use
• Gives you natural results that are not overly opaque
• Can be used under composite and porcelain

A magical material. If there is one product everyone should have, it’s Pink Opaque.”
– Corky Willhite, DDS, FAACD

“We needed an opaque that would increase the value of dark grey and brown without over-opaquing. Laboratories have known for years that pink will neutralize grey and dark stains and create a more lifelike effect — Pink Opaque was developed with this idea in mind.”
– Bud Mopper, DDS, MS
Developer of Pink Opaque

“If there is one product that will make you a better esthetic dentist, it is Pink Opaque.”
– Larry Rosenthal, DDS

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com
We needed an opaque that would increase the value of dark grey and brown without over-opaquing. Laboratories have known for years that pink will neutralize grey and dark stains and create a more lifelike effect — Pink Opaque was developed with this idea in mind.

Bud Mopper, DDS, MS
Developer of Pink Opaque

If there is one product that will make you a better esthetic dentist, it is Pink Opaque.

Larry Rosenthal, DDS

Creative Color Opaquers & Tints are the key to invisible restorations! Creative Color® Opaquers and Tints have been the industry standard for the last 27 years, and no composite system is complete without them. Developed by Dr. Bud Mopper, and inspired by his passion for dentistry, the combination of opaquers and tints were designed to augment the esthetic result one can achieve with composite bonding. They are key ingredients to creating invisible restorations.

Creative Color® Opaquers

Opaquers block light and undesirable under-color helping you give patients invisible restorations. Both the color and brightness of Creative Color Opaquers have been calibrated to the Classic VITA® Shade Guide and all Renamel composites so they blend invisibly into your restoration.

Opaquers Help You:
• Mask dark spots and match tooth color
• Block out translucent shine-through
• Block undesirable under-color of tooth structure
• Color blend invisibly into your restorative
• Create a warm and lifelike appearance

Creative Color® Tints

Tints add color back into your restoration. They are used to impart the multi-chromatic effect of normal tooth structure into your restoration. They are ideal for creating the illusion of translucency and cervical chroma from within.

Tints Help You:
• Impart incisal translucency and cervical chroma
• Mimic surface artifacts such as pit and fissure staining
• Recreate craze lines, check lines and maverick colors
• Decrease the value of your restoration
• Increase hue and chroma

Free Ground Shipping with prepaid purchase over $250

PINK OPAQUE™

Cover up dark stains for good! Pink Opaque® is a one-of-a-kind product that will help you make dark, unsightly teeth look naturally beautiful again. Pink Opaque is the only real solution for esthetic problems such as non-vital teeth, teeth with metal posts and cores and darkly stained dentition. This unique opaquer is easy to use and will help you produce natural results that are not overly opaque.

Quickly neutralize dark stains and unsightly dentition
• Mask non-vital, tetracycline stained teeth and teeth with metal posts and cores
• Easy to use
• Gives you natural results that are not overly opaque
• Can be used under composite and porcelain

TINTS & OPAQUERS

Creative Color Opaquing Kit
#96107-30 12 Opaquers (2.5 g) syringes of A1-2, A2-A2.5, A3, A3.5, A4-A5, B1-B4, C1-C3, C4, C5-C6. White plus 1 clear liquid resin, 1 brush cleaner, and 2 brushes.

Creative Color Individual Opaquers
(2.5 grams of material)

Creative Color Tinting Kit
#96103-30 5 Tints (2.5 g) syringes of Honey Yellow, Grey, Violet, Light Brown, Dark Brown plus 1 clear liquid resin, 1 brush cleaner, and 2 brushes.

Creative Color Individual Tint
(2.5 grams of material)
Honey Yellow  #6031-HY
Grey  #6031-GY
Violet  #6031-0V
Light Brown  #6031-LB
Dark Brown  #6031-DB

Creative Color Accessories
• Clear Liquid Resin (2 ml.)  #6031-14
• Brush Cleaner (5 ml.)  #6031-15

Renamel Creative Color Individual Opaquer
(2.5 grams of material)
Pink Opaque  #6031-PO

Opaquers Help You:
• Mask dark spots and match tooth color
• Block out translucent shine-through
• Block undesirable under-color of tooth structure
• Color blend invisibly into your restorative
• Create a warm and lifelike appearance

DENTISTS are saying...

“A magical material. If there is one product everyone should have, it’s Pink Opaque.”

Corky Willhite, DDS, FAACD

“We needed an opaque that would increase the value of dark grey and brown without over-opaquing. Laboratories have known for years that pink will neutralize grey and dark stains and create a more lifelike effect — Pink Opaque was developed with this idea in mind.”

Bud Mopper, DDS, MS
Developer of Pink Opaque

“If there is one product that will make you a better esthetic dentist, it is Pink Opaque.”

Larry Rosenthal, DDS

“Tints add color back into your restoration. They are used to impart the multi-chromatic effect of normal tooth structure into your restoration. They are ideal for creating the illusion of translucency and cervical chroma from within.”

Tints Help You:
• Impart incisal translucency and cervical chroma
• Mimic surface artifacts such as pit and fissure staining
• Recreate craze lines, check lines and maverick colors
• Decrease the value of your restoration
• Increase hue and chroma

Free Ground Shipping with prepaid purchase over $250

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com

Our Top Sellers

DENTISTS are saying...

“A magical material. If there is one product everyone should have, it’s Pink Opaque.”

Corky Willhite, DDS, FAACD

“We needed an opaque that would increase the value of dark grey and brown without over-opaquing. Laboratories have known for years that pink will neutralize grey and dark stains and create a more lifelike effect — Pink Opaque was developed with this idea in mind.”

Bud Mopper, DDS, MS
Developer of Pink Opaque

“If there is one product that will make you a better esthetic dentist, it is Pink Opaque.”

Larry Rosenthal, DDS
Finishing and Polishing is the key to beauty, longevity and patient satisfaction. That is why Cosmedent has developed the Top Finisher System with everything you need to polish composites, metal, porcelain, gold and natural teeth to an amazing luster. With this conveniently color-coded, easy to use system you can create a polished esthetic surface that mimics enamel and will stay that way long-term.

“Proper finishing and polishing greatly increase esthetic results, maximize patients’ oral health and increase the longevity of restorations.”

– Bud Mopper, DDS, MS
Finishing and Polishing is the key to beauty, longevity and patient satisfaction. That is why Cosmedent has developed the Top Finisher System with everything you need to polish composites, metal, porcelain, gold and natural teeth to an amazing luster. With this conveniently color-coded, easy to use system you can create a polished esthetic surface that mimics enamel and will stay that way long-term.

“Proper finishing and polishing greatly increase esthetic results, maximize patients’ oral health and increase the longevity of restorations.”

- Bud Mopper, DDS, MS
Better Polish at 1/2 the Price! It’s not hard to see why Mini Flexi-Discs\textsuperscript{™} are one of Cosmedent’s Top Sellers. With a better polish at half the price of other leading brands, Mini Flexi-Discs are hard to resist. These extra flexible composite polishing discs can go interproximally and subgingivally without damaging tissue. Unlike other discs, Mini Flexi-Discs are very resilient and they will not crimp in your patient’s mouth. If you want your patients to have a beautiful, long lasting polish on their composite restorations, try Mini Flexi-Discs.

- Polishes composite to an unbelievable luster
- Saves money at almost 1/2 the price of other leading brands
- Quickly snaps back without distortion
- Does not crimp or pop off the mandrel
- Convenient sizes and high flex provide easy access in hard to reach areas
- Eliminates scratches and white lines when used properly
- Vivid color coding for easy identification of grit

**Mandrels**

Metal mandrels are available in Regular or Mini, for both latch-type and straight handpieces. For Mini Center Flexi-Discs, you will need a Mini Mandrel latch type. For Regular Center Flexi-Discs, you will need a Regular Mandrel latch type.

**FlexiDisc Grit Progression**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grit</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>Contours surfaces, removes imperfections and defines margins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Completes the finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>Creates a beautiful polish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superfine</td>
<td>Enhances polish to an enamel-like luster</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For a shine that will AMAZE you and your patients, go through all the grits in the following progression: Coarse, Medium, Fine and Superfine, followed by Enamelize polishing paste.

**FlexiDisc Mini Spindle Kit**

- #402-000: 600 aluminum oxide discs in coarse, medium, fine and superfine grits, plus 1 spindle stand and two mini latch-type mandrels.

**FlexiDisc Mini Starter Kit**

- #400-038: Superfine discs (100 per tube).

**FlexiDisc Mini 3/8 Inch Refills**

- Coarse: #402-138
- Medium: #402-238
- Fine: #402-338
- Superfine: #402-438

**FlexiDisc Mini 1/2 Inch Refills**

- Coarse: #402-112
- Medium: #402-212
- Fine: #402-312
- Superfine: #402-412

**FlexiDisc Mini 5/8 Inch Refills**

- Coarse: #402-158
- Medium: #402-258
- Fine: #402-358
- Superfine: #402-458

**Coarse Sand**

- #402-588

**Extra Fine Garnet**

- #402-XFG

**Mandrels: Mini (sold individually)**

- Latch type: #402-101
- For use with Mini Center Flexi-Discs. (See page 18.)
- Straight: #402-102

**Mandrels: Regular (sold individually)**

- Latch type: #401-101
- For use with Regular Center Flexi-Discs. (See page 18.)
- Straight: #401-102

**Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com**
FlexiDisc™ Mini Center

Better Polish at 1/2 the Price! It’s not hard to see why Mini Flexi-Discs™ are one of Cosmedent’s Top Sellers. With a better polish at half the price of other leading brands, Mini FlexiDiscs are hard to resist. These extra flexible composite polishing discs can go interproximally and subgingivally without damaging tissue. Unlike other discs, Mini FlexiDiscs are very resilient and they will not crimp in your patient’s mouth. If you want your patients to have a beautiful, long lasting polish on their composite restorations, try Mini FlexiDiscs.

- Polishes composite to an unbelievable luster
- Saves money at almost 1/2 the price of other leading brands
- Quickly snaps back without distortion
- Does not crimp or pop off the mandrel
- Convenient sizes and high flex provide easy access in hard to reach areas
- Eliminates scratches and white lines when used properly
- Vivid color coding for easy identification of grit

MANDRELS

Metal mandrels are available in Regular or Mini, for both latch-type and straight handpieces. For Mini Center FlexiDiscs, you will need a Mini Mandrel latch type. For Regular Center FlexiDiscs, you will need a Regular Mandrel latch type.

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com

FlexiDisc Grit Progression

Coarse: Contours surfaces, removes imperfections and defines margins
Medium: Completes the finish
Fine: Creates a beautiful polish
Superfine: Enhances polish to an enamel-like luster

ENAMELIZE with FlexiBuffs or Felt FlexiPoints:
The final polish gives amazing results so beautiful you must try it to believe it. (See pages 18 + 19.)
**FlexiDisc**

**Regular Center**

Better Polish at 1/2 the Price! FlexiDisc™ aluminum oxide polishing discs have all the same advantages as FlexiDisc Mini Center but with a regular center that fits a regular latch-type mandrel. At half the price of other leading discs, FlexiDiscs are a value you can’t pass up. FlexiDiscs are thin and flexible helping you gain access in hard to reach areas. They are resilient so they won’t crimp or pop off your mandrel.

- Creates a high polish on composite
- Extra thin, flexible & resilient
- Available in 1/2, 5/8 and 3/4 diameters
- Quickly snaps back without distortion — no crimping
- Regular center fits a regular latch-type mandrel

**FlexiBuff** & **Felt FlexiPoints™**

Doctors rave about the results when they use FlexiBuffs or Felt FlexiPoints with Enamelize, Cosmedent’s popular polishing paste. Use these highly flexible, felt mylar buffs and felt points with your polishing paste to put the final luster on composite, porcelain, metal and natural tooth structure.

- Unique felt coating makes the application and use of your polishing paste easier and more effective
- The extreme flex on the FlexiBuffs allows you to closely hug the contour of any tooth
- Virtually splatter-proof!

---

**ENAMELIZE™**

**Aluminum Oxide Polishing Paste**

Creates a Beautiful Final Polish! Enamelize™ creates an unsurpassed luster that will leave your patients smiling. This Cosmedent Top Seller is an aluminum oxide polishing paste that creates a beautiful final polish on composites, porcelain, metal and natural tooth structure. Using Enamelize will greatly increase the gloss, luster and surface smoothness of your restoration. This is also the best material for routine care of bonded restorations.

- Unbelievable value, costing 50% less than other polishing pastes
- Creates an unsurpassed final luster on composite, porcelain, metal and natural teeth
- Enhances surface texture of your restoration
- Great choice for routine care of bonded restorations
- Available in an economical 36 gram tube or 3 gram syringe

“Enamelize is a rare bargain, costing 50% less than the other top-rated polishing pastes.”

- Independent Rating Agency

“For routine use, especially recall patients, Enamelize is a great choice and a terrific value.”

- Independent Rating Agency

---

**Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com**
FlexiDisc®
Regular Center

Better Polish at 1/2 the Price! FlexiDisc™ aluminum oxide polishing discs have all the same advantages as FlexiDisc Mini Center but with a regular center that fits a regular latch-type mandrel. At half the price of other leading discs, FlexiDiscs are a value you can’t pass up. FlexiDiscs are thin and flexible helping you gain access in hard to reach areas. They are resilient so they won’t crimp or pop off your mandrel.

- Creates a high polish on composites
- Extra thin, flexible & resilient
- Available in 1/2, 5/8 and 3/4 diameters
- Quickly snaps back without distortion — no crimping
- Regular center fits a regular latch-type mandrel

FlexiBuff™
& Felt FlexiPoints™

Doctors rave about the results when they use FlexiBuffs or Felt FlexiPoints with Enamelize, Cosmedent’s popular polishing paste. Use these highly flexible, felt mylar buffs and felt points with your polishing paste to put the final luster on composite, porcelain, metal and natural tooth structure.

- Unique felt coating makes the application and use of your polishing paste easier and more effective
- The extreme flex on the FlexiBuffs allows you to closely hug the contour of any tooth
- Virtually splatter-proof!

ENAMELIZE™
Aluminum Oxide Polishing Paste

Creates a Beautiful Final Polish! Enamelize™ creates an unsurpassed luster that will leave your patients smiling. This Cosmedent Top Seller is an aluminum oxide polishing paste that creates a beautiful final polish on composites, porcelain, metal and natural tooth structure. Using Enamelize will greatly increase the gloss, luster and surface smoothness of your restoration. This is also the best material for routine care of bonded restorations.

- Unbelievable value, costing 50% less than other polishing pastes
- Creates an unsurpassed final luster on composite, porcelain, metal and natural teeth
- Enhances surface texture of your restoration
- Great choice for routine care of bonded restorations
- Available in an economical 36 gram tube or 3 gram syringe

“Enamelize is a rare bargain, costing 50% less than the other top-rated polishing pastes.”
- Independent Rating Agency

“For routine use, especially recall patients, Enamelize is a great choice and a terrific value.”
- Independent Rating Agency

Enamelize Polish Paste
(aluminum oxide polishing paste)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Package Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36 gram tube</td>
<td>Enamelize Paste</td>
<td>#900-101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 gram syringe</td>
<td>Enamelize Paste</td>
<td>#900-000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlexiBuff Regular (100 per tube)</td>
<td>#401-658</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/8 inch diameter</td>
<td>FlexiBuff Regular</td>
<td>#401-058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 inch diameter</td>
<td>FlexiBuff Regular</td>
<td>#401-038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/8 inch diameter</td>
<td>FlexiBuff Regular</td>
<td>#401-028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandrel: Regular (sold individually)</td>
<td>FlexiBuff Regular</td>
<td>#401-012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dentistry / photography by: Robert Margues, ccc

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com
**FlexiCups™ & FlexiPoints™**

The #1 Rated rubber polishing instruments. FlexiCups™ and FlexiPoints™ combine high flex with great stability, making it easier for you to characterize and polish your composite restorations. **FlexiCups** will help you polish gingival margins and achieve labial characterization. **FlexiPoints** should be used on lingual surfaces, to create labial grooves and to polish occlusal surfaces of posterior teeth. Both FlexiCups and FlexiPoints are conveniently color-coded to the Top Finisher System and are available in Medium and Superfine grits.

- Maximum stability combined with greater flexibility
- Helps you polish and add characterization to composite restorations
- Wear-resistant
- Color-coded to Top Finisher System for quick identification
- Available in two useful grits: Medium finishing (Blue) and Superfine polishing (Pink)
- Autoclavable

“FlexiPoints and FlexiCups are very effective, especially on microfills. They have outstanding flexibility, excellent shapes and convenient sizes.”

– Cosmedent Customer

---

**FlexiBrush™ Flame and Cups**

NEW FlexiBrush™ works fast to create a glossy surface without eroding any fine detail from your composite restoration. These durable easy-to-use brushes are packed with dental polishing abrasive so that every fiber is working to create a high shine. Use FlexiBrush Cups to polish occlusal and facial surfaces and the FlexiBrush Flame to polish occlusal fissures and proximal areas.

- Fast and efficient — each bristle contains thousands of polishing particles working to help you create a high shine
- Durable and autoclavable
- High flex polishes difficult to reach areas
- Silicon impregnated
- Polishes composite, porcelain, metal and temporaries

**FlexiStrips®**

Interproximal finishing and polishing strips. FlexiStrips® come in both regular and narrow widths to give you greater flexibility in interproximal finishing and polishing. The wide strip is excellent for the incisal 2/3 of the interproximal, whereas the narrow strip can be used to polish the gingival aspects of the interproximal without damaging the tissue. FlexiStrips will help you put a high polish on interproximal areas while decreasing the tenacity of interproximal stains.

- Only strips with dual-grits!
- Removes interproximal stains
- Ultra-thin
- Abrasive does not strip off when pulled through the interproximal contact
- Aluminum oxide
FlexiCups™ & FlexiPoints™

The #1 Rated rubber polishing instruments. FlexiCups™ and FlexiPoints™ combine high flex with great stability, making it easier for you to characterize and polish your composite restorations. FlexiCups will help you polish gingival margins and achieve labial characterization. FlexiPoints should be used on lingual surfaces, to create labial grooves and to polish occlusal surfaces of posterior teeth. Both FlexiCups and FlexiPoints are conveniently color-coded to the Top Finisher System and are available in Medium and Superfine grits.

• Maximum stability combined with greater flexibility
• Helps you polish and add characterization to composite restorations
• Wear-resistant
• Color-coded to Top Finisher System for quick identification
• Available in two useful grits: Medium finishing (Blue) and Superfine polishing (Pink)
• Autoclavable

“FlexiPoints and FlexiCups are very effective, especially on microfills. They have outstanding flexibility, excellent shapes and convenient sizes.”
– Cosmedent Customer

NEW FlexiBrush™ Flame and Cups

NEW FlexiBrush™ works fast to create a glossy surface without eroding any fine detail from your composite restoration. These durable easy-to-use brushes are packed with dental polishing abrasive so that every fiber is working to create a high shine. Use FlexiBrush Cups to polish occlusal and facial surfaces and the FlexiBrush Flame to polish occlusal fissures and proximal areas.

• Fast and efficient — each bristle contains thousands of polishing particles working to help you create a high shine
• Durable and autoclavable
• High flex polishes difficult to reach areas
• Silicon impregnated
• Polishes composite, porcelain, metal and temporaries

Interproximal finishing and polishing strips. FlexiStrips® come in both regular and narrow widths to give you greater flexibility in interproximal finishing and polishing. The wide strip is excellent for the incisal 2/3 of the interproximal, whereas the narrow strip can be used to polish the gingival aspects of the interproximal without damaging the tissue. FlexiStrips will help you put a high polish on interproximal areas while decreasing the tenacity of interproximal stains.

• Only strips with dual-grits!
• Removes interproximal stains
• Ultra-thin
• Abrasive does not strip off when pulled through the interproximal contact
• Aluminum oxide

FlexiBrush™ Flame and Cups
(10 per pack)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FlexiBrush Flame and Cups</td>
<td>#404-200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlexiCups (6 per pack)</td>
<td>#403-101, #403-102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlexiPoints (6 per pack)</td>
<td>#404-101, #404-102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FlexiBrush™ Regular or Narrow
(100 strips per package, same grit)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FlexiBrush Regular Coarse/Medium</td>
<td>#501-CMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlexiBrush Regular Fine/Superfine</td>
<td>#501-FSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlexiBrush Narrow Coarse/Medium</td>
<td>#501-CMN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlexiBrush Narrow Fine/Superfine</td>
<td>#501-FSN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Cosmedent’s FlexiCups and FlexiPoints are very effective, especially on microfills. They have outstanding flexibility, excellent shapes and convenient sizes.”

– Cosmedent Customer

Free Ground Shipping with prepaid purchase over $250

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com
FlexiDiamond® Strips

“Excellent performance and a superfine grit.” FlexiDiamond Strips have a natural diamond abrasive that lasts longer and cuts smoother. They are great for finishing and polishing porcelain interproximally and for starting the interproximal polish on dental composite restorations. They are also a good tool for orthodontic stripping.

- Great for interproximal finishing of porcelain
- Natural diamond lasts longer and cuts smoother
- Flexible for easy access into curved surfaces
- Gapped in the center for easy insertion
- Autoclavable

PORCELIZE™

The #1 Rated Porcelain Polishing Paste, Porcelize is a diamond polishing paste that will create a high polish on your porcelain restorations. This 2-step system includes a 3-micron and a 1-micron polishing paste. Use Porcelize after your diamond polishers for a beautiful shine that your patients will love. 1 micron Porcelize can also be used to polish your microhybrid and nanofill restorations.

To Polish Porcelain:
- Apply 3 micron paste, polish and rinse
- Apply 1 micron paste, polish and rinse

To Polish Microhybrids, Nanofills:
- Apply 1 micron paste, polish and rinse

“Sequential pastes work great with porcelain and composite.”
- Cosmedent Customer

Nano/Microhybrid Diamond Polishing Kit

These Diamond Polishers help you quickly polish Nanofill and Microhybrid composites. They are great for final contouring, finishing and polishing.

- Rapid and efficient contouring, finishing and polishing
- Creates a smooth surface polish on nanofill and microhybrid composites
- Stain and plaque resistant
- Kit includes: 9 reusable diamond polishers, one point, cup and wheel of each grit

Porcelain Diamond™ Polishing Kit

These Diamond Porcelain Polishers help you quickly polish porcelain restorations chairside. The selection of shapes and grits in this kit allows for rapid and efficient contouring, finishing and polishing of porcelain. They create an excellent surface smoothness and a beautiful long-lasting shine.

- Rapid finishing and polishing of porcelain restorations
- Greatly enhance esthetics chairside
- Creates smooth surface and long-lasting shine
- Kit includes: 9 reusable diamond polishers, one point, cup and wheel of each grit

Porcelize Diamond Polishing Paste

1 micron syringe: #906-101
3 micron syringe: #906-103

To Polish Porcelain:
- Apply 3 micron paste, polish and rinse
- Apply 1 micron paste, polish and rinse

To Polish Microhybrids, Nanofills:
- Apply 1 micron paste, polish and rinse

“Sequential pastes work great with porcelain and composite.”
- Cosmedent Customer

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com
**FINISHING & POLISHING**

**FlexiDiamond® Strips**

“Excellent performance and a superfine grit.” FlexiDiamond Strips have a natural diamond abrasive that lasts longer and cuts smoother. They are great for finishing and polishing porcelain interproximally and for starting the interproximal polish on dental composite restorations. They are also a good tool for orthodontic stripping.

- Great for interproximal finishing of porcelain
- Natural diamond lasts longer and cuts smoother
- Flexible for easy access into curved surfaces
- Gapped in the center for easy insertion
- Autoclavable

**Porcelize™**

The #1 Rated Porcelain Polishing Paste, Porcelize is a diamond polishing paste that will create a high polish on your porcelain restorations. This 2-step system includes a 3-micron and a 1-micron polishing paste. Use Porcelize after your diamond polishers for a beautiful shine that your patients will love.

To Polish Porcelain:
- Apply 3 micron paste, polish and rinse
- Apply 1 micron paste, polish and rinse

To Polish Microhydrbids, Nanofills:
- Apply 1 micron paste, polish and rinse

“Sequential pastes work great with porcelain and composite.”
- Cosmedent Customer

**FINISHING & POLISHING**

**Nano/Microhybrid Diamond Polishing Kit**

These Diamond Polishers help you quickly polish NanoFill and Microhybrid composites. They are great for final contouring, finishing and polishing.

- Rapid and efficient contouring, finishing and polishing
- Creates a smooth surface polish on nanofill and microhybrid composites
- Stain and plaque resistant
- Kit includes: 9 reusable diamond polishers, one point, cup and wheel of each grit

**Porcelain Diamond™ Polishing Kit**

These Diamond Porcelain Polishers help you quickly polish porcelain restorations chairside. The selection of shapes and grits in this kit allows for rapid and efficient contouring, finishing and polishing of porcelain. They create an excellent surface smoothness and a beautiful long-lasting shine.

- Rapid finishing and polishing of porcelain restorations
- Greatly enhance esthetics chairside
- Creates smooth surface and long-lasting shine
- Kit includes: 9 reusable diamond polishers, one point, cup and wheel of each grit

**Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com**

**30 Day Risk-Free Guarantee**
**TOP FINISHER® SYSTEM**

All you ever need to finish and polish is at your fingertips! Cosmedent’s complete Top Finisher System provides you with everything you need to finish and polish in one convenient, cost effective kit. This conveniently color-coded, easy to use system will help you create a polished esthetic surface that mimics enamel and will stay that way long-term. With this kit you will be able to finish and polish composite, porcelain, enamel, metal and natural teeth.

- 21 different items, color-coded grits for ultimate convenience
- 700 assorted discs (mini centers, 3 diameters, 6 grits)
- 8-mini mandrels
- 12-diamond strips (assorted grits)
- 4 of each cup and 4 of each point
- 50 FlexiBuff
- 50 of each FlexiStrips (2 widths, 4 grits/mylar gapped)
- 1 tube Enamelize (36 g)
- 2-syringes Porcelize diamond polishing paste (3 micron and 1 micron) with rubber and felt wheels
- 2 Felt FlexiPoints

"One of the most important steps in successfully creating bonded restorations is contouring, finishing and polishing. Proper finishing and polishing greatly increase esthetic results, maximize patients’ oral health and increase the longevity of restorations. The Top Finisher kit was designed to give dentists the tools necessary to achieve a beautiful, lasting polish on all restorations."

– Bud Mopper, DDS, MS

**RESIN CEMENTS**

Insure,® Prevue,® da Vinci®

Insure resin cements are the leader when it comes to cementing veneers, inlays, onlays and crowns. With over 15 years of reliable performance, top-ratings by the major dental material advisors and unmatched handling characteristics, Insure resin cements will give you beautiful and reliable results so your patients can be confident.
TOP FINISHER®
SYSTEM

All you ever need to finish and polish is at your fingertips! Cosmedent’s complete Top Finisher System™ provides you with everything you need to finish and polish in one convenient, cost effective kit. This conveniently color-coded, easy to use system will help you create a polished esthetic surface that mimics enamel and will stay that way long-term. With this kit you will be able to finish and polish composite, porcelain, enamel, metal and natural teeth.

- 21 different items, color-coded grits for ultimate convenience
- 700 assorted discs (mini centers, 3 diameters, 6 grits)
- 8-mini mandrels
- 12-diamond strips (assorted grits)
- 4 of each cup and 4 of each point
- 50 FlexiBuffs
- 50 of each FlexiStrips (2 widths, 4 grits/mylar gapped)
- 1 tube Enamelize (36 g)
- 2-syringes Porcelize diamond polishing paste (3 micron and 1 micron) with rubber and felt wheels
- 2 Felt FlexiPoints

“One of the most important steps in successfully creating bonded restorations is contouring, finishing and polishing. Proper finishing and polishing greatly increase esthetic results, maximize patients’ oral health and increase the longevity of restorations. The Top Finisher kit was designed to give dentists the tools necessary to achieve a beautiful, lasting polish on all restorations.”

– Bud Mopper, DDS, MS

Free Ground Shipping with prepaid purchase over $250

RESIN CEMENTS

Insure,® Prevue,® da Vinci®

Insure resin cements are the leader when it comes to cementing veneers, inlays, onlays and crowns. With over 15 years of reliable performance, top-ratings by the major dental material advisors and unmatched handling characteristics, Insure resin cements will give you beautiful and reliable results so your patients can be confident.
**Cementation System**

#1 Rated resin cement system in dentistry, Insure® is a versatile resin cement system that allows you to cement in just about anything — veneers, inlays, onlays, crowns, metal and post & core. Insure makes your life easier with its light-cure/dual-cure capabilities, easy seating and cleanup, choice of regular or thin viscosities and wide color range for fast chairside adjustments. Insure has a long track record of reliable, long-lasting results.

### Insure Color Guide

To determine which Insure cement shade matches the Classic Vita* shade guide, and how to adjust the existing Insure cement colors, if necessary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insure Cement</th>
<th>Shade Range</th>
<th>To Lighten</th>
<th>To Dull*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLEAR</td>
<td>B1, A1, B2, D2</td>
<td>Add a small amount of White Opaque (WO) resin cement (e.g., 1 part WO to 10 parts of CLEAR)</td>
<td>B1: add WO to CLEAR; A1: add PO to CLEAR; B2: add WO to CLEAR; D2: add PO to CLEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YR-LT (Yellow Red Light)</td>
<td>A2, A3</td>
<td>Add CLEAR</td>
<td>Use PO or mix YR-LT and PO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YR-UNIV (Yellow Red Universal)</td>
<td>B3, A3.5, A4</td>
<td>Add CLEAR</td>
<td>B Shades: Use YO; A Shades: Mix YR-UNIV and PO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-LT (Gray Light)</td>
<td>D5, C3, C4</td>
<td>Add CLEAR</td>
<td>Use PO or Mix G-LT and PO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WO (White Opaque)</td>
<td>Lighter than shade guide teeth with “Chiclet look”</td>
<td>Add Color Modifier White*</td>
<td>Add Color Modifier White*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO (Pink Opaque)</td>
<td>Lighter A, C and D shades</td>
<td>Add Color Modifier White*</td>
<td>Add Color Modifier White*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Comparison by Robert L. Nixon, DDS, Developer of the Insure®/Prevue System

“Insure was formulated specifically for cementation of all ceramic restorations such as inlays, onlays, crowns and veneers. This comprehensive system is close to ideal in its properties and colors, its versatility and its ability to make chairside adjustments.”

— Robert L. Nixon, DDS

“Insure is my favorite resin cement. I use it almost every day.”

— Mike Malone, DDS

---

**A comparison of the clarity of four leading resin cements**

- Clear Insure
- Translucent VarioLink II
- Translucent Calibra
- Clear Nexus-2

*Comparison by Robert L. Nixon, DDS

Insure and Prevue are registered trademarks of Cosmedent. VarioLink II is a registered trademark of Ivoclar-Vivadent. Calibra is a registered trademark of Dentsply/Caulk. Nexus 2 is a registered trademark of Kerr.
Cementation System

Cementation System
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INSERE...
**PREVUE® Try-In Gel**

Perfectly color matched to polymerized **Insure** resin cements. Prevue® try-in gels are non-sticky and water soluble. Unlike many try-in gels, Prevue takes color shift into account so you can be sure you are picking the right color resin cement. Prevue’s non-stick chemistry facilitates easy placement and removal.

- Perfectly color matched to polymerized **Insure** resin cements
- Washes away easily with water
- Saves money by eliminating waste from using resin cements for try-in gels
- Low glycerin content reduces sensitivity

**Prevue® Try-In Gels**

- 7 Shade Try-in Gel Kit
  - 7 (2.5 g) syringes of try-in gels, in shades of Clear, Yellow-Red Light, Yellow Red Universal, Grey Light, White Opaque, Yellow Opaque, Pink Opaque, plus 2 Cosmedent brushes (#1 and #3) plus Syringe Tips (20 pack-19 gauge).

- Individual Syringe (2.5 grams of material plus 3 tips each)
  - Clear #604-101
  - Yellow-Red Light #604-102
  - Yellow-Red Universal #604-103
  - Grey Light #604-104
  - White Opaque #604-105
  - Yellow Opaque #604-106
  - Pink Opaque #604-107

- Syringe Tip Refills (20 pack-19 gauge) #203-103

**PREVUE® Try-In Gels are saying...**

“Prevue gives us the confidence to select an accurate color match of the resin cement without adversely affecting the etched surface of the porcelain, thereby saving chairtime.”

- Wesley Urich, DDS, AADC

**INSURE® Lite Clear/Simulcure AutoMix**

Dual-cure automix resin cement for fast and easy cementation. **Insure Lite Automix** features fast delivery and easy cleanup. This popular resin cement is available in a clear, lite viscosity and can be used for veneers, inlays, onlays and crowns. **Insure Lite Automix** handles great and is the clearest resin cement on the market.

- One step means it’s faster with no waste
- Simple and time-saving – no mixing
- Light-cure / dual-cure
- Strong
- Thin film thickness

**da Vinci® Cementation System**

The whitest white! da Vinci® resin cements are for patients who desire ultra-white porcelain veneers. These cements have a viscosity that is easy to work with, easy to seat and easy to cleanup. The da Vinci kit includes a clear resin cement, 4 progressively whiter resin cements, and matching try-in gels for predictable shade selection.

- Helps you achieve whiter and brighter porcelain veneers
- Light-cure
- Easy to seat and cleanup
- Available in ultra-white shades: Bright, Brighter, Brightest, Ludicrous Bright and Clear
- 5 color-coordinated try-in gels to simplify shade matching

**Cosmedent’s resin cements keep dentists and patients smiling!**
**PREVUE® Try-In Gel**

Perfectly color matched to polymerized Insure resin cements. Prevue® try-in gels are non-sticky and water soluble. Unlike many try-in gels, Prevue takes color shift into account so you can be sure you are picking the right color resin cement. Prevue’s non-stick chemistry facilitates easy placement and removal.

- Perfectly color matched to polymerized Insure cements
- Washes away easily with water
- Saves money by eliminating waste from using resin cements for try-in gels
- Low glycerin content reduces sensitivity

**DENTISTS are saying...**

“Prevue gives us the confidence to select an accurate color match of the resin cement without adversely affecting the etched surface of the porcelain, thereby saving chairtime.”

- Wesley Urih, DDS, AADCD

**PREVUE® Try-In Gel Kit**

- 7 Shade Try-In Gel Kit
  - #604-000: 7 (2.5 g) syringes of try-in gels, in shades of Clear, Yellow-Red Light, Yellow-Red Universal, Grey Light, White Opacase, Yellow Opacase, Pink Opacase, plus 2 Cosmedent brushes (#1 and #3) plus Syringe Tips (20 pack - 19 gauge).

**Prevue Individual Syringe**

- Clear #604-101
- Yellow-Red Light #604-102
- Yellow-Red Universal #604-103
- Grey Light #604-104
- White Opacase #604-105
- Yellow Opacase #604-106
- Pink Opacase #604-107

**Prevue Syringe Tip Refills**

- 20 pack - 19 gauge #203-103

**PREVUE being applied.**

**INSURE.® Lite Clear/Simulcure AutoMix**

Dual-cure automix resin cement for fast and easy cementation. Insure Lite AutoMix features fast delivery and easy cleanup. This popular resin cement is available in a clear, lite viscosity and can be used for veneers, inlays, onlays and crowns. Insure Lite AutoMix handles great and is the clearest resin cement on the market.

- One step means it’s faster with no waste
- Simple and time-saving – no mixing
- Light-cure/dual-cure
- Strong
- Thin film thickness

**da Vinci® Cementation System**

The whitest white! da Vinci® resin cements are for patients who desire ultra-white porcelain veneers. These cements have a viscosity that is easy to work with, easy to seat and easy to cleanup. The da Vinci kit includes a clear resin cement, 4 progressively whiter resin cements, and matching try-in gels for predictable shade selection.

- Helps you achieve whiter and brighter porcelain veneers
- Light-cure
- Easy to seat and cleanup
- Available in ultra-white shades: Bright, Brighter, Brightest, Ludicrous Bright and Clear
- 5 color-coordinated try-in gels to simplify shade matching

**Free Ground Shipping with prepaid purchase over $250**

**Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com**
The only core build-up material that actually preps like dentin. COSMECORE™ was developed by Dr. Bob Margeas to solve the problem of gouging and ditching during prep. Not only did COSMECORE solve this frustrating problem for dentists, but it now outperforms other leading brands in all aspects. COSMECORE preps easily, cuts like dentin, exhibits excellent strength and wear-resistance and has excellent flowability with no slump. Because COSMECORE is dual-cure, you can cement posts using the same core material for the cement as for the build-up.

"I wish to report my clinical experience with COSMECORE. It is fantastic! The material handles beautifully, minimal slumping, preps with ease, has a good tactile feel, and like all Cosmedent products, it develops a strong bond."

- Jeffrey Leinassar, DDS

COSMEDENT® Spreading Smiles

OUR TOP SELLERS

- Sets hard and cuts like dentin
- Cures to 7 mm depth
- Strong
- Flows easily with no slump
- Longer working time is great for cases with multiple posts and cores
- Convenient automix
- Radiopaque
- Saves you money with less waste

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com

COSMECORE® Core Build-up Material

COSMECORE is injected into canal and post placed.

COSMEDENT

© 2015 Spreading Smiles Cosmecore 8/21/14 4:53 PM Page 2
COSMECORE™ Core Build-up Material

The only core build-up material that actually prep like dentin. COSMECORE™ was developed by Dr. Bob Margeas to solve the problem of gouging and ditching during prep. Not only did COSMECORE solve this frustrating problem for dentists, but it now outperforms other leading brands in all aspects. COSMECORE prep easily, cuts like dentin, exhibits excellent strength and wear-resistance and has excellent flowability with no slump. Because COSMECORE is dual-cure, you can cement posts using the same core material for the cement as for the build-up.

“I wish to report my clinical experience with COSMECORE. It is fantastic! The material handles beautifully, minimal slumping, preps with ease, has a good tactile feel, and like all Cosmedent products, it develops a strong bond.”

- Jeffrey Leinassar, DDS

- Sets hard and cuts like dentin
- Cures to 7 mm depth
- Strong
- Flows easily with no slump
- Longer working time is great for cases with multiple posts and cores
- Convenient automix
- Radiopaque
- Saves you money with less waste

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com
MirrorImage™

TEMPORARY MATERIALS

MirrorImage is part of an exciting new product line that creates beautiful temporary crown and bridge restorations that will leave you and your patients smiling. Featuring faster working and setting times, strength, outstanding handling and beautiful esthetics, it’s now easier than ever for you to achieve the perfect temporary.

MirrorImage Restorations

Temporaries that look and feel like real teeth. Cosmedent collaborated with dentists like you to develop MirrorImage™ The result is an aesthetic and reliable provisional restoration both you and your patients can be confident in. MirrorImage has a faster working and setting time, trims easily and has remarkable strength. Your patients will appreciate its ease of polish, natural fluorescence and esthetics. MirrorImage is available in A1, A2, A3, B1 and Bleach.

MirrorImage Starter Kit with ADHERE #624-100:
MirrorImage Starter Kit with CONNECT #624-150:
1 (50 ml) MirrorImage automix 10:1 cartridge, (select shade A1, A2, A3, B1, or Bleach) with mixing tips, (10 push-Blue/Orange 10:1), plus 1 (2 ml) ADJUST with dispersing tips (3-black 22 gauge), plus 1 (5 ml) GLOSS, plus choice of either CONNECT or ADHERE (5 ml) automix syringe with 10 mixing tips, plus 1 (#3) Cosmedent brush.

MirrorImage Individual 10:1 Automix Cartridge
(50 ml of material plus 10 tips each)
MirrorImage A1 #624-1A1
MirrorImage A2 #624-1A2
MirrorImage A3 #624-1A3
MirrorImage B1 #624-1B1
MirrorImage Bleach #624-1S2

MirrorImage 10:1 Automix Tip Refills
(10 push-Blue/Orange 10:1) #200-204

“I find this material very nice to work with. It trims easily, has a wonderful scent of vanilla while trimming, has a nice working time and I’m able to obtain an excellent final polish and finish.”
– Bob Margeas, DDS

“MirrorImage flows well, sets hard and fast, trims easily and requires minimal occlusal adjustment. It’s very accurate and polishes to a high shine. A great addition to the other fine products Cosmedent sells.”
– Dennis B. Hartlieb, DDS

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com
MirrorImage is part of an exciting new product line that creates beautiful temporary crown and bridge restorations that will leave you and your patients smiling. Featuring faster working and setting times, strength, outstanding handling and beautiful esthetics, it’s now easier than ever for you to achieve the perfect temporary.

**MirrorImage™**

MirrorImage Restorations

**New Temporary Crown and Bridge Material**

Temporaries that look and feel like real teeth. Cosmedent collaborated with dentists like you to develop MirrorImage™. The result is an aesthetic and reliable provisional restoration both you and your patients can be confident in. MirrorImage has a faster working and setting time, trims easily and has remarkable strength. Your patients will appreciate its ease of polish, natural fluorescence and esthetics. MirrorImage is available in A1, A2, A3, B1 and Bleach.

**MirrorImage Starter Kit with ADHERE #624-100:**
- 1 (50 ml) MirrorImage automix 10:1 cartridge, (select shade A1, A2, A3, B1, or Bleach) with mixing tips.
- (10 pack-Blue/Orange 10:1), plus 1 (2 ml) ADJUST with dispersing tips (3 black 22 gauge), plus 1 (5 ml) GLOSS, plus choice of either CONNECT or ADHERE (5 ml) automix syringe with 10 mixing tips, plus 1 (#3) Cosmedent brush.

**MirrorImage A1**
- #624-1A1

**MirrorImage A2**
- #624-1A2

**MirrorImage A3**
- #624-1A3

**MirrorImage B1**
- #624-1B1

**MirrorImage Bleach**
- #624-1S2

**MirrorImage 10:1 Automix Tip Refills**
- (10 pack-Blue/Orange 10:1) #203-204

**MirrorImage Individ 10:1 Automix Cartridge**
- (Direct of material plus tips - buy each)

“I find this material very nice to work with. It trims easily, has a wonderful scent of vanilla while trimming, has a nice working time and I’m able to obtain an excellent final polish and finish.”

– Bob Margeas, DDS

“I find this material very nice to work with. It trims easily, and requires minimal occlusal adjustment. It’s very accurate and polishes to a high shine. A great addition to the other fine products Cosmedent sells.”

– Dennis B. Hartlieb, DDS

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com
ADJUST™
Temporary Correction Material

ADJUST™ is Cosmedent’s new light-cured flowable composite correction material that will help you repair voids, seal margins and make adjustments to your temporary restorations. It has an easy to apply, flowable consistency and it polishes to a high shine.

- Perfectly matches MirrorImage shades
- Easy to apply
- Compatible with all provisional materials
- Natural fluorescence
- Easy to polish
- Free of methyl methacrylate

“ADJUST has the handling and aesthetic characteristics that make it an excellent material to repair or modify temporary restorations. I really like the compatibility of ADJUST to bis-acryl provisional materials and the highly polished appearance it provides.”

– David Chan, DMD, AAACD

GLOSS™
Intraoral Varnish

GLOSS™ is Cosmedent’s new intraoral varnish developed to create a high shine on temporary restorations. GLOSS quickly creates a smooth surface that is resistant to food and plaque accumulation. It is free of methyl methacrylate.

- Stays on
- Creates a smooth, shiny surface
- Resistant to food & plaque
- No smear layer
- Can be used intraorally
- Free of methyl methacrylate

“GLOSS is an excellent product to put the final finishing touch on any bis-acryl provisional restoration.”

– David Chan, DMD, AAACD

TEMPORARY MATERIALS

DENTISTS are saying...

New ADHERE™ features easy cleanup, a low film thickness, high compressive strength, fast removal and optimized adhesion. This eugenol-free, zinc oxide based automix temporary cement has an excellent fit and is the perfect choice for cementing in your provisional restorations.

- Stays on
- Removes easily
- Fast cleanup
- Low film thickness
- Eugenol-free
- Automix

“Great product! ADHERE stays on and removes easily.”

– Bob Margeas, DDS

CONNECT™
Translucent, Dual-Cure Temporary Resin Cement

CONNECT™ features an optimized translucency for your esthetic temporary restorations. It is dual-cure so it will continue to harden even after it is light-cured. CONNECT has a slight controlled expansion creating a good long-lasting seal for your temporary.

- Translucent for increased esthetics
- Dual-cure
- Long lasting retention
- Eugenol-free
- Automix

“I like the fact that CONNECT is dual-cure and translucent for increased esthetics. I use it if I need maximum retention on short preps.”

– David Chan, DMD, AAACD

“Cleaned up very nicely: easy to use!”

– Dennis B. Hartlieb, DDS

“ADHERE stays on and removes easily.”

– Bob Margeas, DDS

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com
**ADHERE™**
Eugenol-Free, Zinc-Oxide Based Temporary Cement

New ADHERE™ features easy cleanup, a low film thickness, high compressive strength, fast removal and optimized adhesion. This eugenol-free, zinc oxide based automix temporary cement has an excellent fit and is the perfect choice for cementing in your provisional restorations.

- Stays on
- Removes easily
- Fast cleanup
- Low film thickness
- Eugenol-free
- Automix

“Great product! ADHERE stays on and removes easily.”
– Bob Margeas, DDS

**CONNECT™**
Translucent, Dual-Cure Temporary Resin Cement

CONNECT™ features an optimized translucency for your esthetic temporary restorations. It is dual-cure so it will continue to harden even after it is light-cured. CONNECT has a slight controlled expansion creating a good long-lasting seal for your temporary.

- Translucent for increased esthetics
- Dual-cure
- Long lasting retention
- Eugenol-free
- Automix

“I like the fact that CONNECT is dual-cure and translucent for increased esthetics. I use it if I need maximum retention on short preps.”
– Bob Margeas, DDS

**DENTISTS are saying...**

**ADJUST™**
Temporary Correction Material

ADJUST™ is Cosmedent’s new light-cured flowable composite correction material that will help you repair voids, seal margins and make adjustments to your temporary restorations. It has an easy to apply, flowable consistency and it polishes to a high shine.

- Perfectly matches MirrorImage shades
- Easy to apply
- Compatible with all provisional materials
- Natural fluorescence
- Easy to polish
- Free of methyl methacrylate

“ADJUST has the handling and esthetic characteristics that make it an excellent material to repair or modify temporary restorations. I really like the compatibility of ADJUST to bis-acryl provisional materials and the highly polished appearance it provides.”
– David Chan, DMD, AAACD

**GLOSS™**
Intraoral Varnish

GLOSS™ is Cosmedent’s new intraoral varnish developed to create a high shine on temporary restorations. GLOSS quickly creates a smooth surface that is resistant to food and plaque accumulation. It is free of methyl methacrylate.

- Stays on
- Creates a smooth, shiny surface
- Resistant to food & plaque
- No smear layer
- Can be used intraorally
- Free of methyl methacrylate

“GLOSS is an excellent product to put the final finishing touch on any bis-acryl provisional restoration.”
– David Chan, DMD, AAACD

**DENTISTS are saying...**

** Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com

**NEW PRODUCT**

**ADJUST Individual Automix Syringe**
(5 ml of material plus 3 tips each)

- ADJUST A1       #224-2A1
- ADJUST A2       #224-2A2
- ADJUST A3       #224-2A3
- ADJUST B1       #224-2B1
- ADJUST Bleach   #224-2S2

**ADJUST Tip Refills**
(20 pack - 22 gauge)  #203-104

**GLOSS Individual Bottle**
(5 ml of material)

- GLOSS         #224-303
RSVP™
Rapid Simplified Veneer Provisional

Fabricate beautiful provisional in minutes. RSVP™ is an easy and predictable system for creating provisional veneers that are both esthetic and resistant to food and plaque accumulation. The RSVP system includes 2 specially formulated microhybrid resins in a light (thin) and heavy viscosity, and a popular clear impression material that is stiff enough so it will not distort like a clear stent.

“If you prefer doing direct provisional veneers but want faster results, you will find RSVP a welcome addition to your restorative armamentarium.”
– Independent Rating Agency

• Clear impression material great for mockups and temporaries
• Fast and esthetically predictable
• Hand sculpting to the cervical portion avoids
• Reduces marginal flash
• Prevents damage to the preparation
• Accurately replicates case-specific contours
• Cement-free retention without etching
• Easy to remove

RSVP Kit
RD50-000: Includes 3 heavy body cervical shades of A1, A2 and SB3 (SuperBrite shade), plus 4 light body incisal shades of A1, A2, SB2 and SB3, clear polyvinyl siloxane matrix materials and tips, plus 8 mixing tips (blue) and 25 dispensing tips (white).

RSVP Clear Impression Material
(50 grams)

RSVP Heavy Viscosity
Individual Syringes
(4.5 grams of material)
• Heavy A1 
• Heavy A2 
• Heavy SB3

RSVP Lite Viscosity
Individual Syringes
(2 grams of material plus 3 tips each)
• Lite A1 
• Lite A2 
• Lite SB2

RSVP Lite Tip Refills
Lite Tip Refills (25 pk. - white) #003-402

RSVP Impression Trays
Upper Tray #008-LTR
Lower Tray #008-LWR

RSVP Gun (unit individually)
#005-GUN

RSVP Mixing Tips Refills
RSVP Mixing Tips (50 pack) #003-201

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com

Free Ground Shipping with prepaid purchase over $250

E-Z TEMP™
Temporary Inlays and Onlays

Easy application and removal. E-Z Temp™ is a fast, light-cured temporary for inlays and onlays. It is quick and easy to place without the use of matrix or cement. E-Z Temp leaves the cavity clean upon removal and ensures the health of the gingival tissue.

With its non-eugenol formula E-Z Temp is suitable for inlays, onlays, endodontic access temporaries, implant screw access temporaries and non-vital bleaching temporaries.

“Formulated for making temporary inlays and onlays, E-Z Temp is a non-sticky, light-cured resin filling material that can be placed directly in the prepared cavity and built up in 5 second curing increments. No matrix is required, and proper occlusion can be easily established after placement because the material carves like wax after curing. It reaches a semi-hard state, absorbing water slightly, thus sealing and retaining itself in the prepared cavity, yet remains slightly flexible to simplify removal. The need for cement cleanup is eliminated, and because of the resin’s special chemistry and self-seal properties, no stain is left on the cavity floor and a highly positive response to the gingival tissue is ensured.”
– Ron Jackson, DDS, FAGD, FAACD, Developer of E-Z Temp
RSVP™
Rapid Simplified Veneer Provisional

Fabricate beautiful provisional in minutes. RSVP™ is an easy and predictable system for creating provisional veneers that are both esthetic and resistant to food and plaque accumulation. The RSVP system includes 2 specially formulated microhybrid resins in a thin (thin) and heavy viscosity, and a popular clear impression material system includes 2 specially formulated microhybrid resins in a lite esthetic and resistant to food and plaque accumulation. The RSVP predictable system for creating provisional veneers that are both easy to carve, does not require a matrix, leaves cavity clean upon removal and ensures the health of the gingival tissue. With its non-eugenol formula E-Z Temp is suitable for inlays, onlays, endodontic access temporaries, implant screw access temporaries and non-vital bleaching temporaries.

• Clear impression material great for mockups and temporaries
• Fast and esthetically predictable
• Hand sculpting to the cervical portion avoids gingival inflammation
• Reduces marginal flash
• Prevents damage to the preparation
• Accurately replicates case-specific contours
• Cement-free retention without etching
• Easy to remove

RSVP Kit
#505-000 Includes 3 heavy body cervical shades of A1, A2 and SB3 (a SuperBrite shade), plus 4 light body inclined shades of A1, AE and SB3, clear polyvinyl siloxane matrix materials and tips, plus 8 mixing tips (blue) and 25 dispensing tips (white).

RSVP Clear Impression Material
(50 g tubes)

RSVP Impression Material #505-101

RSVP Heavy Viscosity Individual Syringes
(4.5 grams of material)

Heavy A1 #505-HA1
Heavy A2 #505-HA2
Heavy SB3 #505-HS3

RSVP Lite Viscosity Individual Syringes
(3 grams of material plus 3 tips each)

Lite A1 #505-LA1
Lite A2 #505-LA2
Lite D2 #505-LD2
Lite B-Zero #505-LB0
Lite A2 #505-LD2

RSVP Lite Tip Refills
Lite Refill Tips (25 pcs. – white)

RSVP Impression Trays
Upper Tray #505-UPP
Lower Tray #505-LOW

RSVP Gun
(out individually)

RSVP Gun #505-GUN

RSVP Mixing Tip Refills
RSVP Mixing Tips (50 pack) #505-201

• Reaches a semihard state but has enough flex for quick and easy removal
• Easy to carve
• Does not require a matrix
• Leaves cavity clean upon removal
• Non-eugenol
• No staining
• Ensures the health of the gingival tissue

RSVP DDS is an easy and fast, light-cured provisional veneer system. RSVP is designed so it will not distort like a clear stent. The RSVP Lite is stiff enough to maintain its shape and provides excellent adaptation to tooth structure. RSVP Gun allows for more control over the material. RSVP Impression Material allows for accurate reproduction of case-specific contours.

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com

“Formulated for making temporary inlays and onlays, E-Z Temp is a non-sticky, light-cured resin filling material that can be placed directly in the prepared cavity and built up in 5 second curing increments. No matrix is required, and proper occlusion can be easily established after placement because the material carves like wax after curing. It reaches a semi-hard state, absorbing water slightly, thus sealing and retaining itself in the prepared cavity, yet remains slightly flexible to simplify removal. The need for cement cleanup is eliminated, and because of the resin’s special chemistry and self-seal properties, no stain is left on the cavity floor and a highly positive response to the gingival tissue is ensured.” – Ron Jackson, DDS, FAGD, FAACD, Developer of E-Z Temp

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com

“If you prefer doing direct provisional veneers but want faster results, you will find RSVP a welcome addition to your restorative armamentarium.”

– Independent Rating Agency
**IMPRESSION, BONDING and ETCHING**

**IMPRESSION** Impressiv is a hydrophilic addition-cure silicone impression material featuring unmatched handling, precision and stability. Dentists love Impressiv for its incredible marginal reproduction and impression detail, a feature that saves time and money.

**BONDING** Complete is a 5th generation adhesive system that allows you to cover all bonding procedures in one versatile kit: light-cure, dual-cure and self-cure. You will appreciate Complete’s uncompromising bond strength and lack of post-operative sensitivity.

**ETCHING** Cosmedent’s versatile, multipurpose etching systems allow you to achieve a reliable bond, plus get results that are esthetic and long-lasting. These products include: PorcelETCH (Clear and Green), Dentin/EnamelETCH, and Silanator, sold both individually and in kits.
**IMPRESSION, BONDING and ETCHING**

**IMPRESSION**  Impressiv is a hydrophilic addition-cure silicone impression material featuring unmatched handling, precision and stability. Dentists love Impressiv for its incredible marginal reproduction and impression detail, a feature that saves time and money.

**BONDING**  Complete is a 5th generation adhesive system that allows you to cover all bonding procedures in one versatile kit: light-cure, dual-cure and self-cure. You will appreciate Complete's uncompromising bond strength and lack of post-operative sensitivity.

**ETCHING**  Cosmedent’s versatile, multipurpose etching systems allow you to achieve a reliable bond, plus get results that are esthetic and long-lasting. These products include: PorcelETCH (Clear and Green), Dentin/EnamelETCH, and Silanator, sold both individually and in kits.
**IMPRESSIV™**
Hydrophilic Addition Silicone Impression Material

**Impressiv™** is a hydrophilic addition silicone impression material featuring easy handling, precision and stability. This material saves you time and money because of its accuracy and fine detail. The S:1 Putty is a stiff and supportive material that makes a great alginate replacement. Impressiv Light Body flows easily into fine impression details and can be removed easily from the mouth without tearing.

Light Body flows easily into fine impression details and can be removed easily from the mouth without tearing. "Impressiv is a true hydrophilic impression material that eliminates the stress of trying to dry.”

- George Freedman, DDS

"Impressiv is just that and more!”

- Howard Glazer, DDS

“I have always felt that Cosmedent consistently produces high quality materials.”

- John Koiz, DMD, MSD

**KwiK™**
 Addition Silicone Impression Tray Adhesive

KwiK™ is a non-sticky addition silicone tray adhesive that dries in less than 1 minute. When it dries KwiK forms a tenacious bond to your impression materials giving you more accurate impressions. KwiK is designed to be used with addition silicone materials only.

“Please never stop selling KwiK again. This is the only product that we love. Nothing else even comes close.”

- Robert Spatafora, DDS

---

**ETCHANTS**

**PorcelETCH™** (available in Green or Clear)
9.5% hydrofluoric acid allows you to achieve a reliable bond to porcelain. Ideal for cases that require a strong adhesion to porcelain, such as fractured incisal edges, defective gingival margins and posterior occlusal surfaces. Green PorcelETCH ensures exact placement and Clear PorcelETCH is undetectable by color.

**Dentin / EnamelETCH™**
37% phosphoric acid for etching dentin and enamel.

**Silanator™**
An easy to use, one step silanating agent used for bonding to porcelain restorations. This all inclusive kit eliminates the need for multiple bonding systems which can be confusing and expensive.

---

**COMPLETETM**
Bonding System

One bonding system for all restorations. The Complete™ kit gives you the ability to bond to all light-cure, dual-cure and self-cure restorations. This all inclusive kit eliminates the need for multiple bonding systems which can be confusing and expensive.

• Easy-to-use all inclusive kit includes primer/unfilled resin, dual-cure catalyst and unfilled resin
• High bond strength
• Minimal film thickness
• Long-lasting adhesion
• Virtually zero sensitivity
• Employs the acid/etch technique
**IMPRESSION MATERIALS**

**IMPRESSIV™**
Hydrophilic Addition Silicone Impression Material

**Impressiv™** is a hydrophilic addition silicone impression material featuring easy handling, precision and stability. This material saves you time and money because of its accuracy and fine detail. The 5:1 Putty is a stiff and supportive material that makes a great alginate replacement. Impressiv™ money because of its accuracy and fine detail. The 5:1 Putty is a stiff and easy handling, precision and stability. This material saves you time and money because of its accuracy and fine detail. It is a true hydrophilic impression material that eliminates the stress of trying to dry.

- Incredible accuracy and impression details
- Tremendous tear strength
- Easy removal from mouth or model
- High yield with less waste
- Bubble-free
- Superb dimensional stability
- Can be used in any 5:1 mixing machine

**DENTISTS are saying...**

“Impressiv is a true hydrophilic impression material that eliminates the stress of trying to dry.”
- George Freedman, DDS

“Impressiv is just that and more!”
- Howard Glazer, DDS

“I have always felt that Cosmedent consistently produces high quality materials.”
- John Kois, DMD, MSD

---

**KwiK™**
Addition Silicone Impression Tray Adhesive

KwiK™ is a non-sticky addition silicone tray adhesive that dries in less than 1 minute. When it dries KwiK forms a tenacious bond to your impression materials giving you more accurate impressions. KwiK is designed to be used with addition silicone materials only.

“Please never stop selling KwiK again. This is the only product that we love. Nothing else even comes close.”
- Robert Spatafora, DDS

---

**COMPLETE™**
Bonding System

One bonding system for all restorations. The Complete™ kit gives you the ability to bond to all light-cure, dual-cure and self-cure restorations. This all inclusive kit eliminates the need for multiple bonding systems which can be confusing and expensive.

- Easy-to-use all inclusive kit includes primer/unfilled resin, dual-cure catalyst and unfilled resin
- High bond strength
- Minimal film thickness
- Long-lasting adhesion
- Virtually zero sensitivity
- Employs the acid/etch technique

---

**ETCHANTS**

**PorcelETCH™** (available in Green or Clear)
9.5% hydrofluoric acid allows you to achieve a reliable bond to porcelain. Ideal for cases that require a strong adhesion to porcelain, such as fractured incisal edges, defective gingival margins and posterior occlusal surfaces. Green PorcelETCH ensures exact placement and Clear PorcelETCH is undetectable by color.

**Dentin / EnamelETCH™**
37% phosphoric acid for etching dentin and enamel.

**Silanator™**
An easy to use, one step silanating agent used to chemically increase the bond strength of resin to porcelain. An easy to use, one step silanating agent used to chemically increase the bond strength of resin to porcelain.

---

**ORDER TODAY!**
Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES

• COMPOSITE INSTRUMENTS
• RESIN DAM MATERIALS
• SEALANTS
• FILLING MATERIALS
• MATRIX BANDS
• BRUSHES
• RESINKEEPER
• TIPS
• BUNDLES AND KITS

With the help of dentists like you, Cosmedent has developed a line of specialty products that work better for dentists and patients. In this section you will find products that feature better patient comfort and protection, excellent handling, ease of use and long-term restorative results.
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS
and ACCESSORIES

• COMPOSITE INSTRUMENTS
• RESIN DAM MATERIALS
• SEALANTS
• FILLING MATERIALS
• MATRIX BANDS
• BRUSHES
• RESINKEEPER
• TIPS
• BUNDLES AND KITS

With the help of dentists like you, Cosmedent has developed a line of specialty products that work better for dentists and patients. In this section you will find products that feature better patient comfort and protection, excellent handling, ease of use and long-term restorative results.
NON-STICK COMPOSITE Placement Instruments

PLACE, SCULPT AND CONTOUR DIRECT COMPOSITE RESIN WITH COMPLETE EASE. THESE UNIQUE TITANIUM COATED INSTRUMENTS ARE NON-STICK AND HASSLE-FREE.

ANTERIOR INSTRUMENTS

1. 8A (Short Bladed) #100-8A
   Use for gingival retraction (to sculpt under free margins) as well as to place material on the tooth and sculpt facial aspects.

2. 8AL (Long Bladed) #100-8AL
   Gives you more versatility than the 8A by enabling you to reach additional areas. Use also for placing and shaping.

3. BBA (Broad Blade Applicator-G3) #100-G3
   This is a wider version of the 8A. Use this instrument to place large amounts of material.

4. IPT (Short Bladed Extra-Thin) #100-IPCT
   Excellent choice for working interproximally as well as for packing cord. The thin blade reaches under margins to hone and sculpt.

5. IPCL (Long Bladed Extra-Thin) #100-IPCL
   This instrument can accomplish a variety of tasks due to its increased flexibility. Use to work interproximally and for precise contouring and shaping.

6. Multi-Use: #100-MULT
   Use to place the initial grooves in the body material prior to the addition of an incisal shade material. It can also be used to apply and gently condense posterior materials, especially in the box area of a Class II preparation.

   “The creation of great morphology was the aim in creating these instruments. They are really the best instruments in composite dentistry because of their ease of use, non-stick surface and their ability to go everywhere you want without causing gingival trauma.”
   ~ Bud Mopper, DDS, MS

   “Cosmedent Composite Placement Instruments, with their excellent variety of shapes, makes this the set of choice. You can do just about any type of restoration with this set.”
   ~ Independent Rating Agency

POSTERIOR INSTRUMENTS

1. M1 (Ball Burnisher) #100-M1
   A double-ended small and medium ball burnisher used to sculpt finite areas such as grooves, pits and fissures.

2. 26-30 (Ball Burnisher) #100-2630
   A ball burnisher on one end and an egg shaped burnisher on the other end. Use to blend material to margin for final contouring.

3. SPI (Super Plugger Small/Medium) #100-SPSM
   This versatile instrument has a small and medium plugger used to condense composite materials, especially into the gingival seat and box areas. In addition, each end has a round or angular edge for carving occlusal anatomy.

4. SP2 (Super Plugger Medium/Large) #100-SPML
   The double-ended medium and large plugger should be used for condensing larger restorations. This instrument has the same useful edges as the SPI for carving occlusal anatomy.

5. POCCL (Posterior Occlusal Contouring Instrument/Large) #100-OCL
   The unique design on this instrument allows the operator to sculpt secondary and tertiary anatomy with most posterior resins and easily simulate any desired occlusal anatomy including cusp tips and incline planes.

6. POCSC (Posterior Occlusal Contouring Instrument/Small) #100-OCS
   This instrument allows the operator to sculpt secondary and tertiary anatomy with most posterior resins and easily simulate any desired occlusal anatomy including cusp tips and incline planes.

7. IPC Off-Angle Short #100-OAS and
8. IPC Off-Angle Long #100-OAL
   These instruments allow you to access areas that are difficult to reach with a straight bladed instrument, making contouring and shaping of anterior and posterior restorations much easier to achieve.

NEW: Carry & Pack Instrument

“Carry & Pack for the convenience of having one instrument that you can carry composite to the prep and then rotate to pack composite into place with absolutely phenomenal non-stick workings.”
~ Martin H. Zase, DMD

• Convenient now you can carry and pack your composite with 1 instrument
• Non-Stick gives you better results with less hassle
• Plugger is perfectly shaped so composite does not pull back

NEW: Carry & Pack #100-CAPA

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com
NON-STICK COMPOSITE Placement Instruments

PLACE, SCULPT AND CONTOUR DIRECT COMPOSITE RESIN WITH COMPLETE EASE. THESE UNIQUE TITANIUM COATED INSTRUMENTS ARE NON-STICK AND HASSELE-FREE.

ANTERIOR INSTRUMENTS

1. 8A (Short Bladed) #100-8A
Use for gingival retraction (to sculpt under free margins) as well as to place material on the tooth and sculpt facial aspects.

2. 8AL (Long Bladed) #100-8AL
Gives you more versatility than the 8A by enabling you to reach additional areas. Use also for placing and shaping.

3. BBA (Broad Blade Applicator-G3) #100-G3
This is a wider version of the 8A. Use this instrument to place large amounts of material.

4. IPT (Short Bladed Extra-Thin) #100-IPT
Excellent choice for working interproximally as well as for packing cord. The thin blade reaches under margins to hone and sculpt.

5. IPCL (Long Bladed Extra-Thin) #100-IPCL
This instrument can accomplish a variety of tasks due to its increased flexibility. Use to work interproximally and for precise contouring and shaping.

6. Multi-Use: #100-MULT
Use to place the initial grooves in the body material prior to the addition of an incisal shade material. It can also be used to apply and gently condense posterior materials, especially in the box area of a Class II preparation.

“Cosmedent Composite Placement Instruments, with their excellent variety of shapes, makes this the set of choice. You can do just about any type of restoration with this set.”

~ Independent Rating Agency

POSTERIOR INSTRUMENTS

1. M1 (Ball Burnisher) #100-M1
A double-ended small and medium ball burnisher used to sculpt finite areas such as grooves, pits and fissures.

2. 26-30 (Ball Burnisher) #100-2630
A ball burnisher on one end and an egg shaped burnisher on the other end. Use to blend material to margin for final contouring.

3. SPI (Super Plugger Small/Medium) #100-SPSM
This versatile instrument has a small and medium plugger used to condense composite materials, especially into the gingival seat and box areas. In addition, each end has a round or angular edge for carving occlusal anatomy.

4. SP2 (Super Plugger Medium/Large) #100-SPML
The double-ended medium and large plugger should be used for condensing larger restorations. This instrument has the same useful edges as the SPI for carving occlusal anatomy.

5. POCCL (Posterior Occlusal Contouring Instrument/Large) #100-POCL
The unique design on this instrument allows the operator to sculpt secondary and tertiary anatomy with most posterior resins and easily simulate any desired occlusal anatomy including cusp tips and incline planes.

6. POCSC (Posterior Occlusal Contouring Instrument/Small) #100-POCS
This instrument allows the operator to sculpt secondary and tertiary anatomy with most posterior resins and easily simulate any desired occlusal anatomy including cusp tips and incline planes.

7. IPC Off-Angle Short #100-OAS and
8. IPC Off-Angle Long #100-OAL
These instruments allow you to access areas that are difficult to reach with a straight bladed instrument, making contouring and shaping of anterior and posterior restorations much easier to achieve.

“...the creation of great morphology was the aim in creating these instruments. They are really the best instruments in composite dentistry because of their ease of use, non-stick surface and their ability to go everywhere you want without causing gingival trauma.”

~ Bud Hopper, DDS, MS

3D Day Risk-Free Guarantee

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com

NEW: Carry & Pack Instrument

“I designed Cosmedent’s Carry & Pack for the convenience of having one instrument that you can carry composite to the prep and then rotate to pack composite into place with absolutely phenomenal non-stick workings.”

~ Martin H. Zase, DMD
Developer of Carry & Pack Instrument

NEW: Carry & Pack #100-CAPA

• Convenient! Now you can carry and pack your composite with 1 instrument
• Non-Stick gives you better results with less hassle
• Plugger is perfectly shaped so composite does not pull back

NEW: Carry & Pack #100-CAPA
Instrument Tray Holder #901-106
NEW: Carry & Pack #100-CAPA
GINGA-Guard®
Light-Cure Resin Dam Material

GINGA-Guard® protects the gingival tissue so your patients will be pain free! This light-cure resin dam material prevents damage or injury of the gingival tissue, adjacent tooth structure and porcelain restorations that can occur during power bleaching, microabrasion or the application of hydrofluoric acid. GINGA-Guard virtually eliminates patient sensitivity and is easy to remove due to its high flexibility and non-sticky chemistry.

Oxygone™
Eliminates Oxygen Inhibited Layer

Oxygone™ is water soluble glycerine used to eliminate the oxygen inhibited layer. It can be used prior to polishing composite or after cementation. Oxygone has an excellent viscosity and handling properties.

DENTISTS are saying...

“GINGA-Guard is a winner! It has a remarkable texture and it presents very little exothermic reaction. I am including it in my seminars series as one of my top 20 product picks.”

– Raymond Bertolotti, DDS

“GINGA-Guard is clinically and patient-friendly. My patients really like GINGA-Guard because it is so much more comfortable than a rubber dam.”

– Charlie Cox, DDS

GINGA-Guard Resin Dam Material

- Eliminates patient sensitivity
- Prevents damage to the gingival tissue
- Highly flexible and easy to remove
- Excellent consistency for easy application
- Non-sticky chemistry

COSME SEAL™
Two Light-Cure Pit and Fissure Sealants

COSME SEAL™ is a light-cure pit and fissure sealant featuring excellent handling, strong protection and good wear resistance. COSME SEAL protects teeth from cavities while producing an excellent blend to tooth structure. COSME SEAL has an easy delivery system so you can better control placement.

- COSME SEAL Clear – Undetectable by color yet radiopaque for easy detection
- COSME SEAL Filled – Unique microfill chemistry makes this sealant more wear resistant, less susceptible to staining, and highly polishable.

PT MATRIX BANDS™
Ultra-Thin Primary Tooth Bands

Ultrathin, pre-contoured metal matrix bands designed for primary teeth. Tofflemire retained. Cosmedent’s Matrix Bands are great for posterior composite restorations. They are ultrathin and allow for the development of more consistent contact areas in posterior teeth.

Sealant applied
Sealed tooth

Free Ground Shipping with prepaid purchase over $250

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com
GINGA-Guard™
Light-Cure Resin Dam Material

GINGA-Guard™ protects the gingival tissue so your patients will be pain free! This light-cure resin dam material prevents damage or injury of the gingival tissue, adjacent tooth structure and porcelain restorations that can occur during power bleaching, microabrasion or the application of hydrofluoric acid. GINGA-Guard virtually eliminates patient sensitivity and is easy to remove due to its high flexibility and non-sticky chemistry.

Oxygone™
Eliminates Oxygen Inhibited Layer

Oxygone™ is water soluble glycerine used to eliminate the oxygen inhibited layer. It can be used prior to polishing composite or after cementation. Oxygone has an excellent viscosity and handling properties.

DENTISTS are saying...

“GINGA-Guard is a winner! It has a remarkable texture and it presents very little exothermic reaction. I am including it in my seminars series as one of my top 20 product picks.”
— Raymond Bertolotti, DDS

“GINGA-Guard is clinically and patient-friendly. My patients really like GINGA-Guard because it is so much more comfortable than a rubber dam.”
— Charlie Cox, DDS

GINGA-Guard Resin Dam Material
(2 grams each plus 6 tips — 3 - 16 gauge and 3 - 22 gauge)
1 Syringe #902-101
3 Syringes #902-103
6 Syringe Value Pack #902-106

GINGA-Guard Syringe Tips
(25 tips — 20 gauge)
#203-402

Oxygone Gel
(3 grams each, plus 3 - 25 gauge tips)
Individual Syringe #692-115

PT Matrix Bands™
Ultra-Thin Primary Tooth Bands

Ultrathin, pre-contoured metal matrix bands designed for primary teeth. Tofflemire retained. Cosmedent’s Matrix Bands are great for posterior composite restorations. They are ultrathin and allow for the development of more consistent contact areas in posterior teeth.

COSMESEAL™
Two Light-Cure Pit and Fissure Sealants

COSMESEAL™ is a light-cure pit and fissure sealant featuring excellent handling, strong protection and good wear resistance. COSMESEAL protects teeth from cavities while producing an excellent blend to tooth structure. COSMESEAL has an easy delivery system so you can better control placement.

• COSMESEAL Clear — Undetectable by color yet radiopaque for easy detection
• COSMESEAL Filled — Unique microfill chemistry makes this sealant more wear resistant, less susceptible to staining, and highly polishable.

PT Matrix Bands
Metal Contoured Bands
(Ultra-Thin Primary Tooth Bands)
#410-101
Matrix Bands/Regular (see next page) #409-101

COSMESEAL Individual Syringe
(1 gram syringe each with 3 tips)
Clear (3 tips - 25 gauge) #617-0CL
Filled (3 tips - 22 gauge) #617-10W

COSMESEAL 3 Pack Kits
(3 — 1 gram syringes)
Clear 3 Pack #617-03C
Filled 3 Pack #617-103W

COSMESEAL Syringe Tip Refills
(Sold in packages of 24)
25-gauge tips (use with clear) #203-105
22-gauge tips (use with filled) #203-104
**MARTIX BANDS**

Ultra-Thin Pre-Contoured Matrix Bands

Because Cosmedent’s ultra-thin matrix bands are pre-contoured, they are both time saving and easier for dentists. These thin matrix bands allow for the development of more consistent contact in posterior teeth. Matrix Bands are available in regular and primary teeth sizes (PT Matrix Bands).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix Bands</th>
<th>Metal Contoured Bands (sold in packages of 24)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matrix Bands/Regular</td>
<td>#401-101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultra-Thin Primary Tooth Bands</td>
<td>#410-101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cosmedent Brushes**

(sold individually)

| #1 Brush/fine straight | #201-101 |
| #1 Brush/fine bent | #201-201 |
| #2 Brush/point | #201-102 |
| #3 Brush/square | #201-103 |
| 5 ml Bottle | #603-115 |

**COSMEDENT BRUSHES**

The Dentist as an Artist

These popular brushes are excellent for the application of opaquers and tints, bonding adhesive, silanating agents, Brush & Sculpt and for cement removal prior to polymerization. Use the fine brush (#1) for fine detailing, and brushes (#2) and (#3) for the rest of your restorative dental needs. Brushes are sold individually.

**RESINKEEPER**

This convenient work surface helps you organize your light-curable materials before your restoration. Fully reversible, our ResinKeeper is a compact box featuring a light-tight cover to avoid premature polymerization. It has a non-stick reversible work surface with eight mixing wells per side. The working surface is autoclavable and cleans easily with an alcohol wipe.

**COMPOSITE CADDY**

This composite organizer is a U-shaped plexiglass bridge which accommodates 28 syringes across the top. A tray with dividers at the side holds your unit dose compules, tips and bottles.

**COMPULE GUN**

Dispensing gun for your unit-dose compules.

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com

30 Day Risk-Free Guarantee
**MATRIX BANDS**

**Ultra-Thin Pre-Contoured Matrix Bands**

Because Cosmedent’s ultra-thin matrix bands are pre-contoured, they are both time saving and easier for dentists. These thin matrix bands allow for the development of more consistent contact in posterior teeth. Matrix Bands are available in regular and primary teeth sizes (PT Matrix Bands).

**COSMEDENT BRUSHES**

**The Dentist as an Artist**

These popular brushes are excellent for the application of opaquers and tints, bonding adhesive, silanating agents, Brush & Sculpt and for cement removal prior to polymerization. Use the fine brush (#1) for fine detailing, and brushes (#2) and (#3) for the rest of your restorative dental needs. Brushes are sold individually.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix Bands</th>
<th>Metal Contoured Bands (sold in packages of 24)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matrix Bands/ Regular</td>
<td>#401-101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultra-Thin Primary Teeth Bands</td>
<td>#410-101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cosmedent Brushes</th>
<th>(sold individually)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1 Brush/fine straight</td>
<td>#201-101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1 Brush/fine bent</td>
<td>#201-201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2 Brush/point</td>
<td>#201-102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3 Brush/square</td>
<td>#201-103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 ml Brush Cleaner</td>
<td>#603-115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RESINKEEPER**

This convenient work surface helps you organize your light-curable materials before your restoration. Fully reversible, our ResinKeeper is a compact box featuring a light-tight cover to avoid premature polymerization. It has a non-stick reversible work surface with eight mixing wells per side. The working surface is autoclavable and cleans easily with an alcohol wipe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ResinKeeper</th>
<th>Mixing and Storage Palette</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixing and Storage Palette</td>
<td>#901-101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMPOSITE CADDY**

This composite organizer is a U-shaped plexiglass bridge which accommodates 28 syringes across the top. A tray with dividers at the side holds your unit dose compules, tips and bottles.

**COMPULE GUN**

Dispensing gun for your unit-dose compules.

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ResinKeeper</th>
<th>Unit-Dose Compule Gun</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composite Caddy</td>
<td>#905-101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compule Gun</td>
<td>#100-GUN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**3D Day Risk-Free Guarantee**

**ResinKeeper’s accessories keep Dentists and Patients smiling!**

Cosmedent’s accessories keep Dentists and Patients smiling!
REPLACEMENT TIPS

16 gauge Black Luer Lock Tips
- Insure Lite, • GINGA-Guard
(pkgs of 20) #203-101

18 gauge Pink Luer Lock Tips
- Renamel Flowable • Di-Mix
- Insure Color Modifier
(pkgs of 20) #203-102

19 gauge Silver Luer Lock Tips
- Renamel Flowable • Renamel Di-Mix
- Insure Color Modifier • Prevue Try-in Gels
(pkgs of 20) #203-103

22 gauge Black Luer Lock Tips
- COSME SEAL Filled • Brush & Sculpt
- ADJUST
(pkgs of 20) #203-104

25 gauge Blue Luer Lock Tips
- COSME SEAL Clear • Porcel ETCH • Oxygone
(pkgs of 20) #203-105

10 Mixing Tips + 10 IntraOral Tips
- COSMECORE, • LB Impressiv
(pkgs of 20) #203-503

Mixing Tips
- Impressiv 5:1 Putty Cartridges
(pkgs of 50) #703-51T

Mixing Tip Brown
- Insure Lite AutoMix • FUNFILL
(pkgs of 50) #203-202

Intra-Oral Tips Clear
- Insure Lite AutoMix • FUNFILL
(pkgs of 50) #203-302

White Plastic Nozzle Tips
- GINGA-Guard • Insure Regular
- RSVP Lite • da Vinci
(pkgs of 25) #203-402

10:1 Mixing Tips for MirrorImage
(pkgs of 25) #203-204

1:1 Mixing Tips for ADHERE
(pkgs of 25) #203-205

4:1 Mixing Tips for CONNECT
(pkgs of 25) #203-206

Free Ground Shipping with prepaid purchase over $250
BUNDLES AND KITS
Our most popular items now in convenient, cost saving “Starter Bundles” for your composite success

Cosmedent Sampler Kit™

• Renamel® Microfill A1, A2 and Light Incisal syringes
• Renamel® NANO™ A1 and A2 syringes
• Renamel® Microhybrid A1 and A2 syringe
• 1 Pink Opaque™ and Creative Color™ Opaquers A1 and A2
• 1 Renamel Dr-Maxx™ syringe
• 1 Brush & Sculpt™ syringe
• Cosmedent’s Clear Liquid Resin™
• Cosmedent Complete™ Adhesive System
• Enamelize™ Polishing Paste
• Mini FlexiDiscs™ 5/8 in the following grits: Coarse, Medium, Fine and SuperFine
• FlexiCups Medium and SuperFine
• FlexiPoints Medium and SuperFine
• Mini FlexiBufts™ and 2 Felt FlexiPoints™
• 24 Ultra-Thin Posterior Matrix Bands
• 2 Cosmedent Brushes #1 and #3
• 4 Cosmedent Composite Placement Instruments: 8A, BBA-G3, IPCT, and Multi-Use
• 2 Mini Latch-type Mandrels, plus 3 tips each of: 22 gauge black, 19 gauge silver, and 18 gauge pink

NEW: COSMEDENT SAMPLER KIT #800-000

Cosmedent’s award-winning system at your fingertips.

One Shade Wonder™

• 1 Renamel Microfill A2 syringe
• 1 Renamel NANO A2 syringe
• 1 Creative Color Opaquer A2 syringe
• 1 Package of Renamel NANO A2 compules
• 1 Renamel Dr-Maxx syringe
• 1 package of Matrix Bands

ONE SHADE WONDER KIT #607-OSW

SAVE 20%

Porcelain Repair Kit™ All you need to repair porcelain.

• 1 PorceIETCH™ (specify Green or Clear) plus 3 tips
• 1 Bottle of Silanator™
• 1 GINGA-Guard syringe, plus 6 tips (3 white nozzle and 3 black 16 gauge)
• 1 Pink Opaque syringe • 1 Cosmedent #1 brush
• 1 Complete Primer/Unfilled Resin (Red Cap)

NEW PORCELAIN REPAIR KIT #661-000

SAVE 15%

Learning to Layer Bundle™

• 1 Renamel Microfill A2 syringe
• 1 Renamel NANO A2 syringe
• 1 Creative Color Opaquer A2 syringe

LEARNING TO LAYER BUNDLE #607-LTL

SAVE 10%

Let It Shine Bundle™

• 1 Mini FlexDisc Starter Kit (400 discs*)
  *Please specify diameter when ordering
• 1 Enamelize (3 g) syringe
• 1 package of FlexiBufts (100 — 5/8” diameter discs).

LET IT SHINE BUNDLE BUNDLE #402-LIS

SAVE 10%

Order Today! Call 800.621.6729 or visit www.cosmedent.com
Located in downtown Chicago, the CEE is a hands-on teaching facility that is dedicated to helping dentists succeed with composite bonding. At this state of the art educational center dentists will benefit from a small class environment, hands-on learning, dedicated teachers and invaluable networking opportunities. The CEE will help you benefit financially and professionally by adding value to your practice.

Attend the CEE if you would like to:

• Stay abreast of the most current advances and procedures in composite dentistry.

• Improve your esthetic technique through hands-on practice and interactive learning.

• Get your questions answered, and receive individual attention to help you solve your most frustrating problems.

• Learn new techniques to enhance your current practice.

• Work with an award-winning line of materials.

• Learn invaluable skills from a world-class staff.

• Network with other dentists and receive after class mentoring.

If you are passionate about improving your practice and are ready to open the door to new dentistry, then the CEE is for you. Call us today at: 1.800.837.2321, or visit CenterforEstheticExcellence.com.
PRODUCT Index

Helping you succeed with quality products and dedicated support.

ADHERE
Temporary Materials ....................................................... 35
ADJ UST
Temporary Materials ....................................................... 34
Brush & Sculpt (Brushable Resin Material)
Composite .............................................................. 11
Brushes / Brush Cleaner
Accessories ................................................................ 48
Bundles
Bundles and Kits .......................................................... 51
Color Modifier, White
Insure and Prevent Systems ......................................... 26
Composite Caddy
Accessories ................................................................ 49
Composite Placement Instruments
Anterior and Posterior Instruments .................................. 44-45
Compule Gun
Accessories ................................................................ 49
CONNECT
Temporary Materials ....................................................... 35
COSMOCORE Dual-Cure Core Buildup Material
COSMOCORE ............................................................ 31
Cosmedent Complete
Universal Adhesive System
Bonding / Etching .......................................................... 41
COSMESEAL Light-Cure Pit and Fissure Sealant
Cosmedent for Kids ....................................................... 47
Creative Color Tints and Opaquers
Tints and Opaquers ......................................................... 12
da Vinci Cementation System
Resin Cements .............................................................. 29
Dentin/EnamelEtch
Etching / Bonding .......................................................... 41
Dr-Max Flowable Radiopaque Lining Material
Composites ................................................................ 9
Enamelize Aluminum Oxide Polishing Paste
Finishing and Polishing .................................................... 19
Etching Gel Kit
Etching / Bonding .......................................................... 41
E-Z Temp Inlay and E-Z Temp Onlay
Temporary Materials ....................................................... 37
Felt FlexiBuffs
Finishing and Polishing .................................................... 18
FlexiBrush Flame and Cup
Finishing and Polishing .................................................... 21
FlexiCups
Finishing and Polishing .................................................... 20
FlexiDiamond Strips
Finishing and Polishing .................................................... 22
FlexiDiscs Mini
Finishing and Polishing .................................................... 17
FlexiDiscs Regular
Finishing and Polishing .................................................... 18
FlexiPoints
Finishing and Polishing .................................................... 20
FlexiStrips
Finishing and Polishing .................................................... 21
GingaFill Gingiva-Colored Restorative
Composites ................................................................ 10
GINGA-Guard Light-Cure Resin Dam
Specialty Products .......................................................... 46
GLOSS
Temporary Materials ......................................................... 34
Glycerin (Oxygone Gel)
Specialty Products .......................................................... 46
Impressiv Addition Silicone Impression Material
Impression Materials ........................................................ 40
Instruments
Non-Stick Composite Placement Instruments .................. 44-45
Insure Color Guide
Resin Cements .............................................................. 27
Insure/Insure Lite
Resin Cements .............................................................. 26
Insure Lite Clear/Simulcure AutoMix
Resin Cements .............................................................. 29
Kwik Addition Silicone Impression Tray Adhesive
Impression Materials ........................................................ 40
Mandrels
Finishing and Polishing .................................................... 17
Matrix Bands and Primary Tooth Matrix Bands
Accessories ................................................................ 48
Mirrorimage
Temporary Materials ........................................................ 33
NANO/Microhybrid Diamond Polishing Kit
Finishing and Polishing .................................................... 23
Oxygone Gel Water Soluble Oxygen Inhibitor
Specialty Products .......................................................... 46
Pink Opaque / Creative Color
Tints and Opaquers ......................................................... 13
Porcelain Diamond Polishing Kit
Finishing and Polishing .................................................... 23
Porcelain Repair Kit
Bundles and Kits ............................................................. 51
PorcelainEtch (Available in Clear or Green)
Etching / Bonding .......................................................... 41
PORCELIZE Diamond Polishing Paste System
Finishing and Polishing .................................................... 22
Prevue Water Soluble Try-in Gel System
Resin Cements .............................................................. 28
Primary Tooth Matrix Bands
Accessories ................................................................ 47-48
Renamel Dr-Max
Composites ................................................................ 9
Renamel Flowables: Microfill and Microhybrid
Composites ................................................................ 8
Renamel Microfill
Composites ................................................................ 5
Renamel Microfill SuperBrite
Composites ................................................................ 5
Renamel Microhybrid
Composites ................................................................ 6
Renamel Microhybrid SuperBrite
Composites ................................................................ 6
Renamel NANO
Composites ................................................................ 7
Renamel Posterior
Composites ................................................................ 10
Renamel Restorative System
Accessories .................................................................. 2-11
ResinKeeper Mixing and Storage Palette
Accessories ................................................................ 49
RSVP Rapid Simplified Veneer Provisionals
Temporary Materials ....................................................... 36
Silanator (Etching System Kit Component)
Etching / Bonding .......................................................... 41
Tips (Luer Lock, Mixing, Intera Oral, and Nozzle )
Accessories ................................................................ 50
Top Finisher System
Finishing and Polishing .................................................... 24

DEDICATED SUPPORT

We want to see your practice grow. Learn from leading clinicians with our “Tip of the Month” videos and our free webinar series:

www.cosmedent.com/resources

Cosmedent’s knowledgeable Customer Care Team and “The Center for Esthetic Excellence” are all dedicated to your success!

Visit our website at: www.cosmedent.com and follow us on Facebook and Twitter.


30 Day Risk-Free Guarantee